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Abstract
This dissertation presents our research project, which was established as an exploratory endeavour to inquire about the
design, support and facilitation of community-centred learning contexts. The underlying motivation was the understanding
about what kind of design and interventions can be devised in order to provide 'appropriate' contexts for learning.
Theoretically, the embraced approach was rooted in an epistemology of practice and a situated theory of learning. The
methodological approach was underpinned by action-research principles and, as such, the presented research was also
supported by two empirical studies occurring in academic and professional contexts.
Our findings were synthesized in two constructs, namely a conceptual framework for Learning Communities and a Learning
Architecture for Learning Communities. The former is intended to characterize the attributes and processes of a Learning
Community. The latter is a descriptive learning architecture aimed at eliciting what kind of infrastructures and tensions
should be considered when addressing the design and support of learning contexts. Together, they serve as a relevant
referential by enacting pertinent aspects and tensions which should be considered in the development of such contexts.
Due to the described approach, and its reliance on the concept of practice, the relevance of this work and of the
aforementioned constructs has implications which extend to the organizational design itself. As such, we conclude with the
presentation of our proposal for future research endeavours by setting four research avenues that further establish the link
between the presented work and the theme of Organizational Learning.

Keywords: learning communities, communities of practice, learning contexts, learning architectures, practicebased theorizing, organizational learning
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Resumo
Esta dissertação apresenta o nosso projecto de investigação, estabelecido como um esforço exploratório para inquirir sobre
o desenho, suporte e facilitação de contextos de aprendizagem baseados em comunidades. A motivação subjacente foi a
obtenção de um melhor entendimento sobre os tipos de desenho e intervenções que podem ser concebidos para propiciar
contextos de aprendizagem ‘adequados’.
Teoricamente, o nosso trabalho foi suportado numa epistemologia da prática e numa teoria de aprendizagem situada. A
abordagem metodológica foi sustentada por princípios da investigação-acção e, portanto, a investigação envolveu dois
casos empíricos que ocorreram em contextos académicos e profissionais.
Os nossos resultados foram sintetizados em dois artefactos, nomeadamente uma framework para comunidades de
aprendizagem e uma arquitectura de aprendizagem para comunidades de aprendizagem. O primeiro pretende caracterizar
os atributos e processos de uma Comunidade de Aprendizagem. O segundo é uma arquitectura de aprendizagem, que visa
explicitar quais os tipos de infra-estruturas e tensões a considerar ao abordar o desenho e o suporte de contextos de
aprendizagem. Conjuntamente, estes artefactos constituem um referencial relevante, evidenciando aspectos e tensões
pertinentes que devem ser tidos em conta no desenvolvimento de tais contextos.
Devido à abordagem descrita, e à sustentação no conceito de prática, a relevância deste trabalho e dos artefactos
produzidos tem implicações que se estendem ao próprio desenho organizacional. Como tal, concluímos com a
apresentação da nossa proposta para futuros esforços investigacionais, definindo quatro caminhos que estendem a ligação
entre o trabalho aqui apresentado e a Aprendizagem Organizacional.

Palavras Chave: comunidades de aprendizagem, comunidades de prática, contextos de aprendizagem,
arquitecturas de aprendizagem, estudos baseados em prática, aprendizagem organizacional
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Part I - Research Contextualization
" The only thing that it is constant is change"
Heraclitus

In this first chapter we present this dissertation project’s contextualization, background, purpose and
relevance, ending with a brief outline of this dissertation content.

1 Introduction
1.1 Research Contextualization
This study was established to investigate the design, support and facilitation of community-centred learning
contexts. It began in November 2007, being conducted in the context of a MSc. in Information Systems and
Computer Engineering at Instituto Superior Técnico, Portugal.

1.2 Research Background
Twenty years ago, in an article entitled "The Coming of the New Organization," Peter Drucker (1988)
emphasized the challenges that organizations would face in coping with the transition from the model of the
typical manufacturing company from the 50’s (from the industrial paradigm) to a new type of
information/knowledge-based organization. Now that 20 years have passed, we are in what has been
described elsewhere as 'the knowledge economy' - something that has become unnecessary to describe since
its relevance and meaning are part of the today’s jargon.
Undoubtedly, we live in a world of continuous change. As Nonaka (1991) characterized it, in the business
environment, the only certainty is uncertainty. This uncertainty represents the complex nature and dynamism
inherent to the current business environment and, consequently, to organizations.
th

During this movement towards the knowledge economy, especially in the end of the 20 century, knowledge
and learning became central points of organizational discussion. With shorter knowledge cycles, organizations,
and consequently people, are considered to be forced to learn faster and more often. Everyone is now
expected to become a knowledge worker, displaying initiative, adaptation to diversity, and facility to work
collaboratively – in sum, to be equipped with the proper skills to become a lifelong learner (Nagy & McDonald,
2007; Vaill, 1996).
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Further, with this transition to the knowledge economy, learning (de Geus, 1997; Senge, 1990; Stata, 1989) and
knowledge (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Nonaka, 1991) have been considered as the only source of competitive
advantage. Consequently, the “learning imperative” has become an idea in “good currency” both in the
academic as well as in the professional world and there is now a “virtual consensus” that one of the major
competencies to develop in organizations is the capability to learn (Argyris & Schön, 1996).
Even though this line of reasoning is popularized, with learning and knowledge being widely acknowledged in
the current educational and organizational contexts, we find that we need to move further and understand
how to translate the implications of such understanding into practice.
Using Schön’s (1973) words, “we need to invent and develop institutions that are ‘learning systems,’ that is to
say, systems capable of bringing about their own continuing transformation”.
Despite our "talk about change, our apparent acceptance of change and our approval of dynamism...that is as
often as not a substitute for engaging in it," the belief in stable states - in constancy and unchangeability — is
deep and strong in us. But, as "our society and all of its institutions are in continuing processes of
transformation...we must learn to understand, guide, influence and manage these transformations," making
them an integral part of our lives and overcoming our own dynamic conservatism (Schön, 1973).
The complexity, uncertainty, instability and uniqueness of the issues we face cannot be addressed by simplistic
recipe-based interventions that rely on universal and unquestionable principles, since
"[in] real-world practice, problems do not present themselves to practitioners as givens. They must be constructed
from the materials of problematic situations that are puzzling, troubling, and uncertain. In order to convert a
problematic situation to a problem, a practitioner must do a certain kind of work. He must make sense of an
uncertain situation that initially makes no sense." (Schön, 1983)

As such, we all must become adepts of learning; to learn about learning must become the imperative task to
address on an individual, institutional and societal level (Schön, 1973).
But acknowledging and accepting complexity by engaging in a learning mode, that is to say understanding
learning as a way of being, is not without its difficulties:
"We are used to analyzing personal, professional or social problems with the lens that society and namely school
have created in us, that have been introjected at an early age and persist in us as powerful (mental) models for
thinking, feeling and behaving" (Silva, 2008b).

Hence, we rely on a single lens to make sense of the world while acting in it. Furthermore, this lens is generally
limited to a specific perspective rooted in a particular paradigm, and as such, consciously or unconsciously, we
repeatedly apply what Maslow described as the rule of the instrument: when the only tool we have is a
hammer, every problem begins to resemble a nail. Our interventions are therefore limited, if not biased, to
universalist principles that don't acknowledge the fragmented world we live in and do not exist in a state of
stasis but rather of permanent flux. It seems that we have a consensus regarding the relevance of learning for
individuals and organizations.
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Nonetheless, learning itself is not problematic. What might be problematic are our assumptions about learning
and as such we should take the time to scrutinize them. Doing so, is part of the motivation and cornerstone of
this research project.

1.3 Research Purpose
Our argument that our assumptions or conceptions about learning need to be revised is neither original nor
new. Nevertheless, contemporary conceptions of learning are (still) predicated in the orthodox perspectives on
learning as a simplistic process of content delivery or transmission. They are supported mainly by cognitivist
learning theories that ignore the role of context in learning and separate what is learned from the way it is
learned and used. Our point is that such perspectives are limited and cannot cope with the challenges posited
by a world where the keywords are volatility and interconnectivity.
“The activity in which knowledge is developed and deployed, it is now argued, is not separable from or ancillary to
learning and cognition. Nor is it neutral. Rather, it is an integral part of what is learned. Situations might be said to
co-produce knowledge through activity” (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989).

A long list of arguments, at least since Dewey (1938), has been developed that justify the need for new
approaches to learning. A fresh approach to learning, that informed our work, was depicted by Lave and
Wenger's Situated Learning Theory (1991) that implies a “comprehensive understanding involving the whole
person rather than ‘receiving’ a body of factual knowledge about the world; on activity in and with the world;
and on the view that agent, activity and the world mutually constitute each other”.
Even so, and despite such arguments, the current practices of academic and professional institutions are still
based on formal models of instruction that equate teaching or training with learning.
To avoid such myopic perspectives, and aligned with our intentions of producing actionable knowledge, we are
aimed at exploring the design, support and facilitation of learning contexts predicated on situated learning
theories. Yet, we want to make clear that we're not intended to present it as the panacea for such subject. Due
to the multidimensional and multifaceted dimensions of learning, there are multiple research streams and
interpretations about the phenomenon - each one of them being centred around and emphasizing different
aspects. As so, we understand that a single framework for understanding learning is an unrealistic aspiration.
This research project was framed by ever-changing questions through time. It is not the case that we started
out from a concrete hypothesis to be tested, but instead we were engaged in an exploratory endeavour toward
a better understanding of learning. What has been stable, through the whole process was the intention of
further understanding what kind of design and interventions can we devise that can provide a 'proper'
context for learning?
This research project, included two empirical studies. Both cases were approached by the following question
which serves as the foundation for such inquiry:
How may we design the context and facilitate the evolvement of a group of learners towards a learning
community?
3

This is a deliberately open-ended question that has no definitive answer whatsoever. Our approach to this
concern is therefore supported by the following intent:
to further understand how to design learning contexts that support and facilitate such evolvement, by
stimulating the collaborative dynamics identified in Learning Communities.
In line with our research background in Information Systems and Computer Engineering, we were also
interested in exploring the contribution of information technologies to the development of learning contexts.
More specifically, to further understand the role of information technologies in the process of that
facilitation.

1.4 Research Relevance
The “products” of this work are a conceptual framework for learning communities and a learning architecture
for learning communities – contributions that will be further discussed in the conclusions chapter. However,
the relevance of this work and of such constructs is not limited to the design and support of contexts for
intentional and sporadic learning, but, as we will discuss, has implications which extend to the organizational
design itself. In this section we aim to explain what we see as relevant in this research to the domains of
Information Systems and Organizational Engineering, beyond the support and development of collaborative
work through the usage of technological artefacts.
Organizations are the subject and object of our research and intervention. As Tribolet (2005) reminds us, “the
majority of determined actions of organizational transformation do not result at all in the terms which
preceded their activation, but are rather the casual consequence of the impact of these actions with the living
matter of the Organizational Entity”, and, as mentioned by the author, to a larger or smaller extent, such
impact will always exist.
In our understanding, this is due to the fact that organizations exist and subsist through the interconnection of
three ontological components which constitute them: representations, actions and practices (Tsoukas, 2008),
which coexist more or less aligned through time in a process of continuous reconfiguration. Even though for
analytic purposes we can consider them as different dimensions we need to acknowledge them as interlocked
and inseparable components. Without their simultaneity, there is no Organization as a holistic entity.
The Information Systems’ approach is usually focused to the organizational representational dimension, which
often addresses its subject as static entity. Organizational Engineering has been developing methodologies,
technologies, and interventions that address organizations holistically, providing means for a dynamic relation
between what the organization does and the corresponding representation of such actions, where the former
and the latter are input to each other.
Given the previous description of the concept of learning addressed through this work, this project entails
simultaneously an approach to the concept of practice. And if the representations are the syntax of the
organizational actions, the practices correspond to their semantics, therefore being indispensible in the
development of organizational interventions which address the organization holistically. With the learning4

based vision of this project and the description of the organization which was cited, we have ground to make
progress in a direction where the juxtaposition of the terms “Organization" and "Learning” is not seen as an
oxymoron - as it has been described by Weick and Westley (1996) and will be further discussed in Chapter 9.

1.5 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is organized in five parts and this first part provided the contextualization of this research
project. The following paragraphs summarize the remaining structure of this dissertation.
Part II is composed of a single chapter in which the research design and supporting methodological approach
are described. In Chapter 2 we explain the research design by providing a research model to illustrate the
major activities performed. Further, we describe the nature of this research and its supporting methodological
approach that is based on action research.
Part III is comprised of three chapters where we synthesize the results from the performed literature review
and a summary of the research findings in the form of two distinct but related constructs. In chapter 3 we
summarize the theoretical underpinnings that inform our understanding of learning. We briefly introduce the
concepts of practice and learning as depicted in Practice-Based Theorizing and Situated Learning. In line with
our objectives, and since we intended to further understand the design and support of learning contexts
centred on communities, Chapter 4 aims at further understanding learning as predicated on Situated Learning
and therefore we analyze the concepts of Legitimate Peripheral Participation and Communities of Practice. In
Chapter 5, we describe, analyse and further characterize the concept of Learning Communities in terms of their
attributes and processes. The first section of Chapter 5 is aimed at synthesizing our findings in the form of a
conceptual framework for Learning Communities. In the following section, we proceed our inquiry firstly with a
brief discussion regarding community-centred Learning Contexts and secondly by contrasting the concepts of
Learning Communities and Communities of Practice. In Chapter 5’s last section we analyse the components and
dimensions that constitute a Learning Architecture for Learning Communities which utility is aimed at
supporting the creation and support of blended learning contexts. To do so, we started out with an existing
proposal for a Learning Architecture and extended it according to the findings of the performed literature
review and the experience and reflections provided by the empirical research cases.
Part IV includes two chapters that address the empirical research component of the present dissertation.
Chapter 6 describes the empirical cases conducted and their corresponding results that are discussed in
Chapter 7. Further, both cases’ learning designs are contrasted with the constructs proposed in Part III (the
conceptual framework for Learning Communities and the Learning Architecture for Learning Communities).
This dissertation ends with Part V, which is also made up of two chapters. In Chapter 8 we summarize the
research and its findings and describe its main constituents. The chapter ends with some final notes regarding
the concept of communities and their usage in supporting learning in academic and professional contexts.
Chapter 9 is the last chapter of this dissertation, in which we establish some bridges between the performed
research and the topic of Organizational Learning. Here, some future research directions and endeavours are
proposed.
5

Part II - Research Design and
Methodological Approach
“If a man does not know to what port he is
steering, no wind is favourable to him”
Seneca
In this section, the design strategy and method used in the present investigation are discussed. The
research design and scope are analyzed and a research model is offered to illustrate the major activities
performed. The research method is reviewed, addressing the issues of a research nature. In the end, the
issues of epistemological positioning and research validity are addressed.

2 Research Design
Due to the fragmented and multidisciplinary nature of the learning field of research, different research
approaches rooted in different paradigms are usually considered as incompatible.
To the researcher’s understanding, learning is a multidimensional concept. The development of a framework
for learning not only has to acknowledge the multi-disciplinary nature of the field as it should also pursue a
multi-paradigmatic perspective on theory building (Gioia & Pitre, 1990). Consequently, multidisciplinary
interpretations of the learning processes are contemplated, as research studies rooted in different
epistemological paradigms are intentionally included.

2.1 Research Model
In the next figure we illustrate the major activities performed during the present research project. While it
doesn’t capture the non-linear nature of the research process it helps in further explaining the research design
and data collection.
These steps were not established at the beginning of the research, nor at the same time. Due to the dynamic,
iterative and cyclical nature of action-research as exploratory research they were constructed through the
research developing process in a non-linear performance.

6

Figure 1 - Research Model and Major Activities

Literature Review. The first activity represented is the literature review. While seeking for a systemic
comprehension of the theme, the researcher opted for the review of distinct and multi-paradigmatic theories
to assist the fulfilling of the research purpose. Therefore, the reviewed literature was not limited to PracticeBased Theorizing and Situated Learning but included the domains of Organizational Learning and Knowledge
streams of research. Although it is not depicted in figure 1, a literature revision was also performed regarding
research methodologies, as is further presented in this chapter.
Empirical Studies. Action brings understanding (Baskerville, 1999). The second activity consists of two empirical
studies that are described below so they can be framed in the research in terms of relevance. The first takes
place in a subject of the degree of Computer Engineering and Information Systems at Instituto Superior
Técnico, where the researcher took part as a teacher’s assistant and was responsible for supporting the
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) platform. In this study the aim is to further understand the
dynamics of learning communities, its facilitation and support by ICTs. The specific objectives with this study
are set at 2 levels: (1) how can the dynamics of collaborative learning, specifically the learning community’s
dynamics, be stimulated and (2) how can they relate with the use of ICTs (specifically the ones that are
nowadays designated as Enterprise 2.0 tools)?
The second was performed in a professional context during a training course for a Portuguese
telecommunications company. The research did not have a planned start, and appeared as an extra
opportunity for further inquiry in relation to the themes addressed by this research project. The researcher was
responsible for supporting and facilitating the use of the provided ICT platform.
Fieldwork took place in both studies through direct observation. Besides the direct observation, for the first
study there were two extra data collection activities: semi-structured interviews and the analysis of the online
interactions created through the usage of the subject-supporting platform.
Both studies will be analyzed not only in the academic aspect of this research project but as well as in relation
with this researcher professional experience of about 9 years.
7

2.2 Research Nature
The most usual distinction made in relation to research is related with their nature. The divide is between
qualitative and quantitative studies. Qualitative researchers use a naturalistic approach that seeks to
understand phenomena in context-specific settings. Researchers who use quantitative research employ
experimental methods and quantitative measures to test hypothetical generalizations (Hoepfl, 1997), as they
also emphasize the measurement and analysis of causal relationships between variables.
Following Creswell (2003), the researcher considers that qualitative techniques were appropriate to the
developed studies for the following reasons:


The nature of the research theme under consideration and the need for exploring the topics;
Consequently, due to the exploratory nature of work to be developed, research questions were not
stated in the beginning of the research but constructed during the research process.



A detailed view of the theme is to be developed.



The use of empirical studies taking place in natural settings.



The researcher took part in both studies as a participant.

2.3 Research Methodological Approach
Besides the literature review, as described in the research model during this work, two empirical studies were
conducted. In this section, the methodological question is addressed.
In the IS investigation the two dominant qualitative research methodologies are Case Study (Alavi & Carlson,
1992; Lee, 1989; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991) and Action Research (Baskerville, 1999; Baskerville & Myers,
2004). Instead of further explaining each one of them, and since we consider that they are well documented,
next we relate our methodological approach to the objectives for the present research.
The Case Study research methodology (Yin, 2003) is defined as an empirical inquiry suitable for a
“contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially where the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly defined.”. Even though Case Study method could have been used,
since it appears to support the purposes of the conducted empirical studies, the chosen methodological
approach was Action Research.
In Action Research, as the name implies, action and research are intertwined - "In action research, participation
and knowledge together drive the action" (Dick, Stringer, & Huxmam, 2009).
As summarized by (Dick, 2000) cited in (Cunha & Figueiredo, 2002) some of the characteristics of ActionResearch are:


“It acts on an existing situation with the dual aim of improving it and expanding the knowledge on
the subject.”
8



“It possesses a cyclic nature: a number of steps are performed repeatedly. The cycle varies with the
author but, at least, include planning, action and reflection.”



“It admits the participation of the research subjects, although this condition is not unanimously
considered as mandatory.”



“It possesses a reflexive nature: a critical reflection on the research process itself as well as on the
results obtained is an important part of each cycle.”



“It is predominantly qualitative, although quantifications are possible in some situations.”

Since this is an academic endeavour, our aim to expand our knowledge about the underlying domain of
learning is clear. Additionally, as will be reported, the researcher’s interventions were in line with the objective
of action on an existing situation. More concretely, in both empirical studies, the aim was to support (and
therefore improve) the collaborative work of a group of individuals, using IT artefacts - specifically Groupware
and what has been described as Enterprise 2.0 software (N. Cook, 2008).
Given the nature and timings of the empirical studies in question, it was not possible to fully support the cyclic
nature of Action-Research methodology. It was not possible to iterate through more than one complete cycle
of the whole empirical study. However, the second study began at the end of the first and can therefore be
seen as a second cycle of the same conceptual action: to support the collaboration and learning of a group of
individuals. There are many commonalities between the two studies and the second one was planned and
acted upon taking into consideration the results of the repeated reflection upon the first one.
Even though there was not an opportunity to repeat a full study cycle, there were steps that were repeatedly
performed, in which the study’s subjects were interviewed, tools were evaluated, learning was discussed and
further actions were planned.
The researcher participated directly in both empirical studies and the reflective nature of the research process
can be clearly identified, with Schön’s (1983) concepts of reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action,
throughout the research. In fact, the reflection in (and on) the first empirical study had a clear influence on
how the second study was conducted. As is characteristic of the Action-Research methodology, the qualitative
nature of the empirical studies is predominant. Most elements and artefacts created, evaluated and reflected
upon are qualitative.
In both empirical studies, subjects were aware of the research being conducted. Not only was there an
intention to support the group’s collaboration and learning, but the research itself was explicitly addressed.
It is important to notice that the generated knowledge is an output of the active participation and interaction
in both empirical studies; neither of the studies was, in itself, an existing and observable community. In both
cases there was an intention of supporting learning, through the creation of a learning context based on
learning communities. Our methodological approach can therefore be related to what has been described as
"designerly action research" (A. D. Figueiredo & Cunha, 2007).
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2.3.1 Reflections about Epistemological Positioning
Despite the nature of the research (qualitative or quantitative), it can assume the philosophical assumptions of
positivist, interpretative, constructivist or other epistemologies (Myers, 1997). The three major epistemological
paradigms, due to different philosophical assumptions, are the positivist, the interpretativist and the
constructivist. Researchers tend to assume one epistemological positioning and consequently rely on distinct
visions about the nature of “reality.” Every researcher should go through a process of epistemological
questioning. That process will enable him (and the readers) to further understand the presuppositions on
which his research rests (Girod-Séville & Perret, 2001).
This researcher only became more acquainted with the differences between those paradigms and their
underlying presuppositions about research during the current work. Without a (strong) previous identification
with any of them, the researcher feels more identified with the interpretativist paradigm.
Taking the risk of oversimplifying the problem, is it the case that the incommensurability between different
research paradigms is of assistance to the investigation’s purposes?
Pondy and Mitroff (1979), cited in (Daft & Weick, 1984) , used Boulding's 9-level model of system’s complexity
th

to classify organizational research. While organizations are considered 8 level systems, Pondy and Mitroff
argued that most empirical research about organizations takes part with underlying suppositions rooted at
levels 1 to 3. The third level represents the category of control systems (regulated based on external criteria).
Arguably, computer systems can nowadays be considered as reaching level 6; humans are at level 7;
organizations at level 8.
Even though the organizational complex nature is espoused and acknowledged in theory, as Senge (1997)
illustrated, “almost all of us adopt the machine assumption without ever thinking about it”. This is true, in our
opinion, namely in Senge’s (1990, 1994) own studies of Systems Thinking, in the “5th Discipline”. Organizations
are by far more complex than control systems, yet the resilience of the past is strong and therefore we
continue to develop our theories as if that was the case.
Are the current paradigms enough to overcome nowadays' complexity1? While epistemology asks the question
“what knowledge can we get?”, ontology is about the nature of things dealing with the issue of “what can be
known?" (A. D. Figueiredo & Afonso, 2005). All knowledge, methods, theories, technologies, etc. are only to be
applied within boundaries. Instead of seeking continually for universal knowledge at the light of any
epistemological paradigm, perhaps all research should start by questioning the ontological nature of the
research subject/domain. Research, as sense-making2, should be first-off ontological; epistemology follows.

1

Complexity is used in relation to Complexity Sciences instead of Systems Thinking
These reflections were caused by recently being acquainted with Cynefin sense making framework (that this researcher
fully recommends) available in (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003)
2
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2.3.2 Research Validity
In interpretative research, “constructing reasonable assumptions is hard and much more uncertain than
proving hypotheses” (J. Figueiredo, 2008). The results of this research have two major data sources: the
literature review and the conducted empirical studies. But how can our thesis and the devised theoretical
frameworks be evaluated?
Yin (2003) explores some concerns usually attributed to qualitative research initiatives: difficult to be validated,
the fact that the researcher can easily (intentionally or not) allow for equivocal evidences or determine the
results and that qualitative methodologies based studies provide little support for scientific generalization.
Other authors, specifically in the IS field, are in discordance, stating that the issues of controlled deductions,
replicability and consequent generalization of results are in line with the same issues observed in natural
sciences (Lee, 1989).
While constructivists contest the verification-refutation as proposed by the positivist stream, arguing that
verification is illusory and refutation is an inadequate criterion for validating knowledge, verification criteria are
still a topic of debate (Girod-Séville & Perret, 2001). The proposal of Glasersfeld cited in the same text, is that
knowledge is valid if it fits a situation. Using the metaphor of a key, if the key opens a lock (being that the
capacity for opening it lies the key and not the door) it is suitable. He goes further to make the point that
“many keys cut different from our own may nonetheless open the door.” While this researcher agrees with this
line of reasoning, acknowledging that knowledge can be proved only in practice doesn’t provide any help in
addressing the researcher’s need to evaluate his work.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) cited in (Girod-Séville & Perret, 2001), developed an alternate perspective for validity,
a criteria of trustworthiness that includes 4 properties:


Credibility - “How can one establish confidence in the ‘truth’ of the findings of a particular inquiry for
the subjects with which and the context in which the inquiry was carried out?” This is an evaluation of
the conceptual interpretation of the collected data.



Transferability - “How can one determine the extent to which the findings of a particular inquiry have
applicability in other contexts?” This property is related to the degree that findings can be applied
beyond the context where they were produced.



Dependability – “How can one determine whether the findings of an inquiry would be repeated if the
inquiry were replicated with the same (or similar) subjects in the same (or similar) context?” This
property assesses the quality of the processes of data collection, analysis and theory generation.



Confirmability – “How can we establish the degree to which the findings of an inquiry are determined
by the subjects and condition of the inquiry and not by biases, motivations, interests, or perspectives
of the inquirer?” This property assesses the way an inquiry’s findings are supported by collected data.

The researcher will aim to accomplish the criterion of trustworthiness, being transparent and meticulous about
the detailing of the research process and decisions taken in improving its auditability (as is intended in this
document).
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Part III - Revised Literature Synthesis
“ The real danger is not that computers will begin
to think like men, but that men will begin to think
like computers.” Sydney J. Harris

Through this part of this dissertation we review the concepts of Communities of Practice and Learning
Communities. Both concepts acknowledge the collaborative nature of learning from a perspective in
which knowledge is not built up just by isolated individuals observing the “world,” but through the
negotiation of meanings with peers through interactions in social environments. Our proposal for
approaching the design of Learning Contexts is predicated on the collaborative nature of learning, and
as such, it is based on a community-centred model of learning. Because we previously addressed
Communities of Practice and Learning Communities, including their similarities and differences, in a
3

paper published in the course of this research project - which was presented at CAPSI 2008 (Mendes,
Silva, & Tribolet, 2008) - that discussion is not reproduced here.
In Chapter 3, we analyse the concepts of learning and practice that are the cornerstone of our work.
Through Chapter 4 we proceed with our inquiry toward a community-centred model of learning by
reviewing Situated Learning related concepts of Legitimate Peripheral Participation and Communities of
Practice. In the last chapter of this part of the dissertation, Chapter 5, we explore the concept of
Learning Communities. We start by characterizing it in terms of its attributes and processes that we
synthesize in the form of a conceptual Framework for Learning Communities. After such
characterization we extend an existent proposal of a Learning Architecture for Communities accordingly
to our objectives of producing actionable knowledge for the design and support of learning contexts.
Due to the broad scope of concepts reviewed, and their elusive nature, our literature synthesis was
written following a criterion of sufficiency. As such, and due to space constraints, in some cases we have
to be almost telegraphic. Nevertheless, and even though it is assumed that the reader has some
understanding in our research domain, we provide extensive references that are intended to work as a
starting point for each of the discussed concepts. Hopefully that will make this dissertation accessible
for unacquainted readers.

3

“8ª Conferência da Associação Portuguesa de Sistemas de Informação” http://web.esce.ips.pt/capsi2008
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3 Learning and Practice
Learning and Practice are two concepts characterized by a multitude of meanings in different areas. There's no
timeless definition or understanding for either of them. Through this chapter we provide our understanding of
both terms with a two-fold objective. Firstly, and to minimize the risk of being misinterpreted, we intend to
make the assumptions and premises that guide our research approach clear. Secondly, we intend to illustrate
that following an epistemology of practice—that is to say, using practice as an analytical theoretical lens—
provides us the means to conceptualize learning beyond the conventional individualistic perspectives and
supports our objective of further understanding how we might devise interventions aimed at creating Learning
Contexts that honour the complex, situated and social nature of such process.

3.1 Practice-Based Theorizing
Our approach to learning and to this research project draws heavily on what has been designated by
Practice-Based Theorizing (Corradi, Gherardi, & Verzelloni, 2008; Gherardi, 2006; Nicolini, Guerardi, & Yanow,
2003). The term is used to group a set of research streams that has its origins in different intellectual
backgrounds, being connected by, as the name implies, a focus on practice.
The most representative research streams of Practice-Based Theorizing are: Activity Theory, which draws on
the work of Vygotsky, Leont'ev and Luria and has its contemporary representation in the work of CulturalHistoric Activity Theory by Engeström (1999); the “sociology of translation”, which is known as the ActorNetwork Theory from Latour (2005); the Interpretative-Cultural perspective on learning, proposed by Cook and
4

Yanow (1995); and the Situated Learning Theory from Lave and Wenger (1991) .
The focus on practice connects these research streams in a similar object of inquiry, "the capacity of humans to
perform actions competently, the temporal organization of such actions, and the resources that make them
possible" (Nicolini, et al., 2003). They all acknowledge learning and knowing not as individual and cognitive
achievement, but as situated. Learning is therefore "understood as produced together within a temporally,
geographically or relationally situated practice" (Nicolini, et al., 2003). Our approach is based mainly on Lave
and Wenger's (1991) Situated Learning Theory and its further extension by Wenger (1998) - into what the
author proposed as a broader Social Learning Theory. Nevertheless, the other research streams are not
ignored, and instead influenced our work.
Despite the differences between Situated Learning and the other research streams, Lave and Wenger are
credited and acknowledged for their contribution that opened the contemporary discussion of situated
learning (Engeström, 2004), the way toward a practice-based approach to learning (Gherardi, 2006), and
provided a base for discussing learning in relation to work and innovation (Brown & Duguid, 1991).

4

The provided references for each one of the streams are not related to their historical and chronological order but instead
are offered as a starting point for inquiry for unacquainted and interested readers.
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3.2 Practice
Practice is a polysemic term (Gherardi, 2006, 2009). This means that there's no unified analytical interpretation
or definition for practice that carries different usages and meanings, even within the Practice-Based Theorizing
field. For further reference on a historical perspective and different usages of the concept, the reader might be
interested in consulting (Geiger, 2009) or any of the aforementioned references to Silvia Gherardi.
Our approach to learning is guided by an epistemology of practice that, as defined by Cook and Brown (1999), is
focused into "the co-ordinated activities of individuals and groups in doing their ‘real work’ as it is informed by
a particular organizational or group context". Thus, we don't use practice as a mere synonym for routine or
repetition, which is endemic in the organizational literature. To avoid misconceptions and to preserve the
analytical power of the concept, we adopt the same distinction as the referred authors between behaviour,
action and practice: doing of any sort is behaviour, action is "behaviour imbued with meaning," and practice is
a more encompassing concept that can be described as "action informed by meaning drawn from a particular
group context."
Therefore our understanding of the concept encompasses practice "as a learning method" (i.e., learn by doing),
"as an occupation or field of activity" (e.g., medical or legal practice), and "as the way something is done" since
"'practising yields important insights into how practitioners recognize, produce, and formulate the scenes and
regulations of everyday affairs" (Corradi, et al., 2008). Furthermore, since we are following an epistemology of
practice, our understanding inevitably draws from the work of Schön (1983, 1987). Schön provided us with a
comprehensive understanding of what it is to be a practitioner and how practising implies learning through
being involved in experiments "which serves to generate both a new understanding of the phenomenon and a
change in the situation" (Schön, 1983). The author was one of the first to suggest inquiry into an epistemology
of practice, but somehow his foundational work seems to be under-acknowledged or at least dormant in the
field of Practice-Based Theorizing.

3.2 Learning
Learning is such an elusive concept that we need to clarify the assumptions that guide our approach to the
subject. Although the majority of learning theories are rooted in the field of psychology (DeFillippi & Ornstein,
2003), learning is a multi-dimensional concept being studied in diverse research domains. As observed by
Easterby-Smith, a comprehensive theory of Organizational Learning is an unrealistic aspiration (1997); it is
therefore difficult to pursue a broader and less focused understanding of the concept, as we are doing.
Whilst we don't want to neglect individual learning processes and theories, we are particularly interested in
situated and social theories of learning. We will not engage in a fully fledged comparison between different
learning theories since they are well documented elsewhere (e.g. Illeris, 2007, 2008), and will restrict our
analysis to clarifying our understanding and assumptions about learning.
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The conventional (and still dominant) view of learning is predicated on an individual and cognitive conception
of learning, reducing it to an "endeavor of ‘knowledge delivery’ based on a notion of learning as a process of
information delivery from a knowledgeable source (either a teacher or a text book) to a target lacking that
information" (Eckert, 1989) cited in (Gherardi, 2006).
The theory of Situated Learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991), that we adopted through this work, is intimately
connected to the concept of practice approaching learning with such theoretical lens. It appeared as a critique
and radical alternative, although not necessarily new, to the "dualist assumptions of cognitive theories ... and
theories of education that made pristine distinctions between things like mind and body, person and the world,
the individual and the social, and thought and action" (Lave, 2008). To avoid such dualisms, the Situated
Learning proposal is based on the concept of situated activity. Situated activity relies on the observation that
human "situated activity always involves changes in knowledge and action, and 'changes in knowledge and
action' are central to what we mean by 'learning'" (Lave, 1993). This viewpoint of learning differs from the
traditional education and/or training perspectives that convey it as an unproblematic internalization process
during programmed events, and instead portrays learning as an integral part of everyone’s lives, enacted, and
inseparable from the participation in ongoing social practices. Hence, their approach to the concept of
situatedness should not be interpreted narrowly as a reference to time and space. Situated learning is broader
than learning in-situ or by-doing. It goes beyond the physical nature of situatedeness. Their theoretical
perspective points to the "relational character of knowledge and learning", the "negotiated character of
meaning" and the "concerned (engaged, dillema-driven) nature of learning activity for the people involved"
(Lave & Wenger, 1991). From this viewpoint there's no such thing as a non-situated activity. The emphasis is on
the whole person that, rather than merely receiving a body of factual knowledge, is "on activity in and with the
world" (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Accordingly, their thesis is that learning goes beyond learning about a practice learning is about becoming a practitioner. Hence, learning has as much to do with practice as with identity.
Learning is depicted as a way of being in the world. The major differences between cognitive and situated
theories' perspectives on learning are contrasted in Table 1 (Appendix I), and an extended comparison between
them is available in Fox (1997).
The major implications of this approach reside on a change regarding the unit of analysis and locus of learning.
Whilst traditional approaches are centred on the isolated individual and his or her mental and cognitive
processes, following a situated learning approach implies a major shift. The proper unit of analysis thus
becomes the person-in-activity or person-in-world, but in a relational form in the settings of Communities of
Practice, a concept that we review in the following chapter.
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4 Communities of Practice
Lave and Wenger's proposed theory of learning, Situated Learning, was discussed in the previous chapter. In
this chapter we proceed with our inquiry by analysing the theory's related concepts of Legitimate Peripheral
Participation and Communities of Practice (CoPs).

4.1 Community of Practice Then and Now
This section’s name was borrowed from a Paul Duguid (2008) text in which the author looks backward to
review the evolution of the CoPs concept. In the text, Duguid describes an awkward yet familiar experience: at
the end of a two-day workshop, when the participants were asked to provide their definition for CoPs—
seemingly reasonable since this was the topic of discussion—it became clear that not all had been talking about
the same thing. Our reference to this anecdote is intended to illustrate that the understanding and usage of the
CoPs concept varies largely. The concept has progressively moved away from its analytic intent into a
prescriptive stance. Duguid posits that nowadays the understanding of the concept has moved far away from
its original conception, and was created intentionally as an analytical framework that is now "seen as a useful,
management-controlled, problem solving tool" (Duguid, 2008).
In a previous paper, we briefly analysed CoPs literature by dividing it into three periods (Mendes, et al., 2008).
The first period was marked by the original work of Lave and Wenger (1991) and the bridge proposed by Brown
and Duguid (1991) regarding CoPs and Organizational Learning. The second period included Wenger’s (1998)
further development of the concept of CoPs. Finally, the third period corresponds mostly to the prescriptive
stance on CoPs, in which Wenger participates (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002), and through which the
concept evolved towards an understanding of CoPs that Duguid (2008) depicted as a functionalist
instrumentalist managerial tool.
Through the next sections of this chapter we will base our analysis of the CoPs theory on the two initial
described periods, where an analytical approach was followed by the referred authors. Our aim is to further
structure our understanding of Situated Learning, which is central to informing our inquiry regarding the design
and support of learning contexts. Nevertheless, we must clarify that we aren't arguing that Social Learning
theory is 'the' panacea for learning. Our aim is precisely to understand its underpinnings as well as its
limitations.

4.2 Legitimate Peripheral Participation
The concept of Communities of Practice was coined by Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger during their work in the
5

late 1980s at the Institute for Research on Learning at Xerox (Duguid, 2008; Moule, 2006). As it was referred
by the authors, CoPs were then an intuitive notion that suited their purpose, but were left to be thoroughly
analyzed. CoPs were defined as:

5

The IRL purpose was to understand what leads to successful learning in schools, workplaces and everyday life (Clancey,
1992)
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"A community of practice is a set of relations among persons, activity, and world, over time and in relation with
other tangential and overlapping communities of practice. A community of practice is an intrinsic condition for the
existence of knowledge, not least because it provides the interpretive support necessary for making sense of its
heritage. Thus, participation in the cultural practice in which any knowledge exists is an epistemological principle of
learning. The social structure of this practice, its power relations, and its conditions for legitimacy define
possibilities for learning (i.e., for legitimate peripheral participation)" (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 98)

At that time the concept "emerged as an informal label for a knot of ideas developed in the process" (Lave,
2008). The process to which Lave referred in the previous citation was the development of the Situated
Learning theory that underpinned learning as a process of legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) in
Communities of Practice. LPP was intended to be, and should be considered as an "analytical viewpoint on
learning" or "a way on understanding learning" (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
As it is currently conventionally described, LPP appears as a simple process that explains that by participating in
a community, novices learn through the adoption of such community's practices. One of the critiques of LPP is
that it solely accounts for the process through which newcomers become members of a community.
Ethnographic studies used for developing and explaining the concept of LPP were based on communities of
tailors, midwives, quartermasters, butchers and recovering alcoholics (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Due to this fact,
LPP is often considered a limited concept as it only acknowledges reproductive learning processes. Further, and
since the examples have little resemblance with knowledge intensive organizational work practices, the
concept has been progressively forgotten. Probably, as Duguid suggested, it would have been helpful to note
that even knowledge intensive work practices such as medicine or law include "on the job training that is
essential to understand the practice" (2003). Nevertheless, and despite its use as such, LPP should not be
simply understood as an academic synonym for apprenticeship (Brown & Duguid, 1996).
To be fair, and since we are interested in an expansive relation between practice and learning, LPP was one of
the most difficult concepts to grasp during this research project. In fact LPP description was, to some extent,
limited to the reproductive cycles of knowledge and communities. However, to criticize the theory superficially,
without fully understanding its underlying value proposal, is to throw out the baby with the bathwater. This
would be to miss the whole point regarding the proposed understanding of learning. The freshness of their
proposal was that learning is a ubiquitous social process that is an integral part of our lives as we participate in
social practices:
"Learning is situated activity, indeed, legitimate peripheral participation (lpp). All learning and everyday life have
some aspects of apprenticeship about them. This is a social phenomenon – newcomers can only become old-timers
by participating in communities of practitioners. Legitimate peripheral participation is a way to speak about
relations between newcomers and old-timers, activities, identities, artefacts, and communities of practice." (Lave,
2008)

As mentioned in the above citation, all practices involve learning as a social phenomenon. The point is that
more than acquiring knowledge, learning is a process that takes place by changing participation and
transforming identities in CoPs. Participation, in this case, should be understood beyond mere action.
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Participation "could be read twice – both as ‘a person participating’ and as a ‘practice participated in’ and
therefore "lpp described the practice of persons with respect to communities of practice" (Lave, 2008).
Consequently, the power of LPP as an analytical concept resides on the provided liberation that brings about
the possibility of reconceiving learning as something that happens whether or not there is an intentional,
educational, or training context involved. As such, learning can, and should, be considered beyond its
conventional connotation with instruction or teaching. As the authors suggested, their proposal was radical but
not fundamentally new. In fact, we could endure in such analysis following earlier proposals like John Dewey's
conception of learning as development and development as learning (Elkjaer, 2008) or Bruner's distinction
between learning about and learning to be (cited in Brown & Duguid, 2002). However, the lens of situated
learning brings about a fundamental point in our work given that it makes "the conditions of learning, rather
than just abstract subject matter, central to understanding what is learned" (Brown & Duguid, 1991).
Before returning to the analysis of the CoPs concept, we are aimed at further characterizing the vantage point
of situated learning that, when used as a practice-based theoretical lens, is valuable for understanding and
redeveloping our conceptions of learning. Our objective is two-fold. First, we consider that the provided
illustration can help in understanding its use as a theoretical standpoint. Second, and since a new theoretical
standpoint without practical implications for our purposes is to some extent irrelevant, we intend to lay out
some topics that influenced our current work, and further provide a basis of the discussion of our proposals for
future work as addressed in Chapter 9. To do so, we will refer to Brown and Duguid's (1991) seminal text that
proposed a link between Communities of Practice and Organizational Learning.
Brown and Duguid (1991), informed and supported by Lave and Wenger's situated learning theory (1991) and
6

Julian Orr's work, proposed that the way organizations tend to rely on formal work descriptions to improve
output is flawed since ethnographic workplace studies pointed to a different perspective of what is depicted in
such representations. By applying LPP to Orr's description of Xerox repair technicians’ work practices, they
posited that work should be reassessed in the context of actual communities and the actual practices
undertaken by their members. In their analysis (Brown & Duguid, 1991) such viewpoint would lead to a
perspective shift that integrated working, learning and innovating as inseparable and enmeshed in all human
activity.
One of the outcomes of applying such lenses to Orr's ethnographic studies of service technicians at Xerox was a
stress upon the difference between the ways people actually work and the way their work is described by
organizations. This was in fact the central point of their argument regarding the distinction between the
canonical practices, the representation that an organization has regarding their members’ work, and the
fundamentally different non-canonical practices that are actually performed by organizational members. Such
view was derived by focusing on practice and, more specifically, on Communities of Practice as the units of
analysis.

6

The work of Lave and Wenger, and Orr, at that time was not published in the provided references and existed only in the
form of reports. Brown and Duguid where acquainted with those authors work, since all of them were part of the IRL at
Xerox; Orr's findings where only published in (Orr, 1996)
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The concept of legitimate peripheral participation was depicted as useful not only regarding the reproductive
practices and the reproduction of 'static' communities of practice, but in getting an image of how innovation
and learning takes place through practices. Further, they proposed the concept of communities-ofcommunities. Such a concept’s utility would be in redeveloping organizations with a practice-based-view lens
that provides a different perspective than the way work is portrayed in organizational charts, job descriptions,
and training programs. As a consequence, organizations could render a new image of themselves, and could be
redesigned to simultaneously improve the elements of work, innovation and learning. Brown and Duguid's
work, contrary to the dominant perspective proposed by other conventional learning and organizational
theories, endorsed the "composite concept of 'learning-in-working' that best represents the fluid evolution of
learning through practice" (1991), providing invaluable insights to Organizational Learning theory.

4.3 Communities of Practice
As described in the previous section, in the original work of Lave and Wenger (1991), CoPs were an intuitive
notion that was left to be explored. Wenger (1998) continued the analysis of CoPs without the participation of
Jean Lave. In the above cited book, the author created an extended analysis of the concept by making it part of
a broader framework for understanding learning. He designated this as a Social Learning Theory. However, the
concept of CoP was then used as "a point of entry into a broader conceptual framework of which it is a
constitutive element". Such framework, Wenger’s designated Social Learning Theory, is built around the
concepts of practice, community, meaning and identity that are "deeply interconnected and mutually defining"
(1998). At this time the work was supported by an ethnographic study in a more conventional work setting - an
insurance company - but the central idea of learning as social participation is preserved from the previous work
with Lave. Learning continues to be considered from the standpoint of participation in social practices and
simultaneously an identity construction process. Some of the CoPs' key characteristics are summarized on
Appendix II.
Even though the definition of CoP remains elusive and fragmented, Wenger's work contributes to our research
since he provided some structure that could help further our understanding of CoPs. The Communities of
Practice concept is neither new nor old since it has always existed. Wenger’s work has a value that resides in
the creation of a language that can assist in examining CoPs. As he posited, the concept of CoPs "has both the
eye-opening character of novelty and the forgotten familiarity of the obviousness" (Wenger, 1998).
One important, but often forgotten, point to bear in mind is that CoPs are “a different cut on the organizational
structure” since they reflect “the members’ own understandings of what is important” (Wenger, 1998).

To

highlight some of the differences between CoPs and organizational structures we would like to note three
items: (1) a CoP is different from a business or functional unit since it defines itself in the doing and the
boundaries are more flexible than the ones in a fixed organizational structure; (2) A CoP is different from a
team since the shared learning and interest of its members is what keeps it together; and, (3) a CoP is different
from a network since it has a specific domain and a shared practice; it is not just a set of relationships. (Wenger,
1998).
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The point here is that practice is the central source of coherence in a CoP. In fact, practice is their reason for
existence. What makes a CoP different from other types of communities is this centrality of practice – it defines
the community and legitimizes the individual practices (Barab, Makinster, & Scheckler, 2004). A CoP existence
and coherence is supported by 3 interrelated dimensions of practice (Wenger, 1998):


Joint enterprise – that is related to what the CoP is about and understood, continually renegotiated by
its members



Mutual engagement – the mutual engagement between the members that binds them in a single entity



Shared repertoire – that is related with the produced capabilities and communal resources developed by
the members over time (routines, sensibilities, artefacts, vocabulary, styles, etc.)

Wenger's (1998) work is widely known and is analysed and discussed elsewhere so we will not proceed with a
detailed analysis. Our particular interest in such work in the context of this dissertation is twofold.
Our first interest is in the relation that the author established between Communities of Practice and Learning
Communities. His argument was that a Community of Practice can in fact be a Learning Community. We will get
back to this discussion in the following chapter and will at this time solely provide Wenger's perspective
regarding such matter. In his perspective, a Community of Practice can be a Learning Community if the
community's practices maintain the tension between competence and experience, and include learning as a
shared purpose. A Learning Community, as characterized by Wenger, "includes learning, not only as a matter of
course in the history of its practice, but at the very core of its enterprise" (Wenger, 1998, p. 214).
Our second interest in Wenger's analysis is regarding the issues of design and learning. As a synthesis of his
work, the author proposed a Learning Architecture based on three components that define the general shape
of what is to be supported by a learning design, as well as four dimensions that define trade-offs to be
addressed by a learning design. The three components were extracted from the different yet interrelated
modes of belonging to a community: engagement, imagination and alignment. These components encompass
the different modes at which participation takes place. The four dimensions are dualities to be addressed by
learning designs, namely: participation/reification, designed/emergent, identification/negotiability, and the
local/global. Since our proposal for the design of learning contexts includes Wenger's proposal for a Learning
Architecture, all of these components and dimensions will be discussed in the following chapter.
Although there is an academic pressure to rely on the most recently published literature, our usage and
understanding of Situated Learning theory is based mostly in the aforementioned works. The justification for
such is to the observation that since Wenger's book (1998) the literature progressively moved to a prescriptive
stance, 'ignoring' Situated Learning underpinnings and its central theoretical concept of practice. More often
than not, the literature became centred solely on the concept of community (Brown & Duguid, 2002; Gherardi,
2006), with the widely known result being that CoPs have become progressively portrayed as an "outcome of
management fiat, and not of practice" (Duguid, 2008).
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5. Learning Communities
Our motivation for further understanding Learning Communities relies on the idea that they can aid in the
design and support of learning contexts. However, despite their prevalence throughout the literature, they are
used in so many different ways that the concept of Learning Community has become slippery and difficult to
grasp. In this chapter we aim to further characterize them by defining their major attributes and processes,
which will be synthesized in the first section of this chapter in the form of a conceptual framework for Learning
Communities. In the second section of this chapter, we will discuss the differences between instructor-,
learner- and community-centred learning contexts. In the third section of this chapter, we will address the
relationship between Communities of Practice (CoPs) and Learning Communities (LCs). The last section is
dedicated to the presentation of a Learning Architecture for Learning Communities. Even though both
constructs presented in this chapter are presented here, they took form iteratively and have been continually
evaluated due to the insights provided by the reflective process that took place over time, including during and
after the conducted empirical research studies and through writing this dissertation.

5.1 Toward a Learning Community Framework
The following summarizes the major attributes and processes in Learning Communities. Here, we present and
develop our understanding of the concept that we previously addressed (Mendes, et al., 2008). Kilpatrick,
Barrett and Jones (2003) characterized a Learning Community as a group of people, where a common learning
purpose is shared by a group of individuals that collaborate to draw on individual strengths while actively
promoting learning opportunities. The proposed outcomes are the creation of a synergistic environment where
the potential of the members is enhanced through the creation of new knowledge. The following list can be
used as a set of indicators according to which a Learning Community is formed (Palloff & Pratt, 2007): active
interaction, collaborative learning, socially constructed meaning, shared resources and expressions of support
as willingness to critically evaluate the work of others.
Learning Communities are portrayed as offering rich possibilities for dealing with the education requirements
within the knowledge economy, where preparing knowledge workers, more than anything, is to equip them
with the proper skills to become lifelong learners. As such, the interest in Learning Communities has emerged
from diverse sources with different motivations, and the number of educators and policy makers advocating a
shift from a teacher-centred model of instruction to learner- and community-centred ones is increasing (Barab,
Makinster, et al., 2004). We find references to the term “Learning Community” applied to a grade-level
teaching team, a school committee, a school department or the entire school (DuFour, 2004). Nevertheless, the
term is often employed as a slogan, rather than a classification, based on the criteria of what constitutes a
Learning Community (Barab, Kling, & Gray, 2004). Learning Communities are used sometimes acritically as a
label applied to any combination of individuals; the same is observed regarding the use of the Communities of
Practice concept.
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5.1.1 Learning Communities' Attributes
To describe Learning Communities’ attributes we refer to Watkins (2005), who derived from the general
hallmarks of communities and emphasized some of the attributes or hallmarks and processes to be expected in
a Learning Community. In his proposal, a community's hallmarks are agency, belonging, cohesion and diversity,
and the processes are acting together, dialogue, collaboration and bridging. While we have adopted his model,
we believe acting together and dialogue are better considered as attributes rather than processes. This is
based on our opinion that they are both characteristic of collaborative activities in which there is inevitable
joint action and dialogue. Therefore, our proposal for Learning Community attributes based on Watkins (2005)
includes:


Agency - the belief by the members that they can take action and make real choices; it implies being
causally involved and aware of such involvement in the community actions.



Belonging - the sense of being part of the collective and the sense of membership.



Diversity - the ability to embrace and respect diversity and consider it as a positive element.



Cohesion – through their communal interactions, and with the evolution of the sense of belonging,
joint action is enabled.



Joint Action - not necessarily in unison, members act together or at least are aligned.



Dialogue - the sharing of ideas, opinions and understandings.

As these are largely self-explanatory concepts, we do not feel that it is relevant to endure in a more profound
analysis of each one of them. Nevertheless, it is relevant to bear in mind that these attributes should not be
considered as preconditions for the existence of communities. They should be regarded as expected elements
or patterns in a communal environment. All kinds of communities have life cycles and evolve through time, and
not all communities are alike. The same reasoning applies to communities' processes, which will be discussed in
the following section.
The conventional understanding of the 'community' concept is rooted in a sociological distinction based on the
work of Ferdinand Tönnies between two kinds of social groupings (Bruhn, 2005), namely Gesellschaft (society)
and Gemeinschaft (community).
One of the recurrent critiques to Communities of Practice that we reject is due to such conventional
understanding of communities. They are described as warmly and romanticized representations of groupings of
people, ignoring the tensions and conflicts of everyday interactions. But, as presented by Lave and Wenger
(1991), a community does not "imply some primordial culture sharing entity." It was clearly assumed and
explained that "members have different interests, make diverse contributions to activity and hold varied
viewpoints." The term implied "the participation in an activity system about which participants share
understandings concerning what they are doing and what that means in their lives and for their communities."
(Lave & Wenger, 1991). It is this anthropological conception of community that we adopt and in which we base
our understanding of Learning Communities.
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5.1.2 Learning Communities' Processes
Our description of Learning Communities' processes is also based on Watkins’ (2005) proposal. In the author's
perspective there were eight fundamental processes in a Learning Community, from which we consider only
7

six : the processes contemplated by Watkins original proposal - collaboration, bridging, inquiry, knowledge
generation, reflection and meta-learning. To these we are proposing an additional Learning Communities'
process - communityself-awareness development. Even though we base our conception of Learning
Communities on Watkins' work (2005), our understanding of such processes is influenced by the reviewed
Situated Learning theory, Dewey's formulation of the concept of inquiry, and Schön's concept of reflective
practice.
Learning Communities include two fundamental processes that are expected to be encountered in a
communal setting:


Collaboration – members work together in common tasks towards a common outcome



Bridging – connections made to other parts or other communities

Whilst cooperation and collaboration are usually used without distinction (Henri & Lundgren-Cayrol, 1998), to
our understanding and purposes they represent different concepts. In a cooperative environment each one is
responsible for his portion of work while working together with others to accomplish shared goals. The subtle
but relevant distinction that we are arguing for is that through collaboration, a mutual engagement of
participants is expected as a coordinated and integrated effort to achieve a common outcome that would be
otherwise impossible to achieve.
The relevance of Bridging is due to the observation that communities are not self-standing, isolated identities
that exist in a self-contained world. A critique to the theory behind CoPs is that it doesn't acknowledge the
relationship between a CoP and its outside boundaries, being limited to intra-communal analysis. Although
they have (fuzzy) boundaries, they interact with other communities. As we shall discuss during the description
and analysis of our empirical research, this is a fundamental process for productive learning.
While the former processes can virtually exist in any type of community, a Learning Community has a shared
learning purpose and thus two further processes are expected:


Inquiry - captures key human processes, such as interest and questioning



Knowledge generation - through the process of inquiry and through interactions and participation,
new meanings and understandings are developed (Watkins, 2005).

7

As we explained in the previous section we prefer to consider acting together and dialogue as attributes;
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These processes are intertwined since learning takes place through collective inquiry, which leads but is not
limited to knowledge generation. If learning is portrayed as an active process resultant from the inquiry that
takes part through continued participation in relation to social practices, as proposed by the Situated Learning
theory, it is not only knowledge that is being developed but the learners' knowledgeability’:
"To speak of ‘knowledgeability’ rather than ‘knowledge’ implies that whatever it is, knowledge is always knowledge
in persons in practice. Thus, ‘knowledge’ is not reducible to something distinct from other aspects of practice which
would include its locations and its situated production. It is not knowledge that produces social life or is social life
but rather, it is praxis, the making and doing of social life that produces changing knowledgeabilities as part of
ongoing practice." (Lave, 2008)

Therefore, the process of knowledge generation shouldn't be solely understood as linked to cognitive aspects
of knowledge. The understanding of inquiry that we assume is grounded on Dewey's formulation that posits
inquiry as "triggered by difficult situations" and as "the means through which it is possible to transform these
situations through the mediation of thinking and action" (Elkjaer, 2008). Supporting collective inquiry implies
the creation of participatory spaces that support a “what-if” mode of inquiry rather than the traditional “ifthen” model of instruction.
The final Learning Community processes proposed by Watkins (2005) are:


Collective reflection – to be able to learn from experience, reflection is essential; in this case the
reflection is collective, not to substitute individual reflection but to grow and enhance it



Meta-learning – in the sense of learning about learning, where the collective learns not only in the
issues related to its goals but in respect to its strategies, feelings, effects and contexts of learning.

Again, as is the case with inquiry and knowledge generation, these are intertwined and interdependent
processes. Meta learning, at a group level, can only occur if there is collective reflection. A learning context for
community-centred models must strive to support and enact not only individual reflection — in and on action
(Schön, 1983) — but further, if such process is an enabler of meta-learning, it must create the spaces and
mechanisms to support and sustain collective reflection activities that are vital to the development of the
individual and the community competences and skills.
As a consequence of such, and as a means to build it up, we consider that there is another relevant process to
be considered and addressed in Learning Communities: community self-awareness. Our understanding of
community self-awareness derives from the work of Tribolet (2005), in which the author proposes the process
8

of organizational self awareness . In the words of (Zacarias, et al., 2008):
"Self-aware beings know who they are, how they do things and what they (and others) are doing at any particular
moment. Whereas this capacity is innate in individuals, organizational self-awareness must be built and maintained
by continuous interactions among their members."

8

The concept is used in the domain of Organizational Engineering and has been further discussed and developed since then
in (Magalhães, Sousa, & Tribolet, 2007; Magalhães & Tribolet, 2006; Zacarias, Magalhães, Caetano, Pinto, & Tribolet, 2008).
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As Wenger (1998) observed, a CoP does not need to be recognized to be a community; they have always
existed and will exist even without being aware of their own existence. Varella-Cid (2008) observed that a CoP
identified in the course of his research in organizational settings, through becoming aware of its “existence”,
devised a better understanding of the “self” and its role in the organization. Hence, our proposal for
community self-awareness as a relevant process to Learning Communities is due to the fact that our
understanding of learning implies that learning is as much about doing as about being. Moreover, to our
purposes regarding the creation of learning contexts, it is relevant for a Learning Community to continually
evaluate, as a group, "who they are, how they do things and what they (and others) are doing at any particular
moment" (Zacarias, et al., 2008). Maintaining such questions in the presence of the community is what may
very well permit the development of a community's identity that can only be sustained by a shared descriptive
self-awareness. Similar to its original depiction as a process – organizational self-awareness - the community
self-awareness development is a process and therefore should not be understood as a state.
Our point, here, is that even though learning is an innate human social process, if lifelong learning is attainable,
it must include the ability to learn about learning, meta-learning. In a Learning Community learning will only be
a shared purpose if it is understood and addressed as such. Although we are by no means separating thought
and action, we consider that the community's collaborative activity through collective inquiry and knowledge
generation can only be improved if there is an ability to reflect collectively about such.
In other words a Learning Community‘s focus should not be limited to the learning products (outcomes), but
must be directed to addressing the learning processes being undertaken.
Learning Communities can only exist and evolve as such when they are strengthened from the collaborative
activities and interaction that occurs within them. During these activities, communication produces—and is
based on—awareness, interaction, engagement and alignment between the members of the community.
The proposed conceptual framework for Learning Communities is illustrated in Figure 2. We adopt Watkins’
(2005) idea that a Learning Community has two extra processes (three in our proposal, since we added
community self-awareness development) in relation to a Community of Learners: meta-learning and collective
reflection.
Our analysis of such differentiation relies on the fact that in a Learning Community, the processes of inquiry
and knowledge generation must be considered as collective processes (remember our distinction between
cooperation and collaboration). Our perspectives regarding learning are relevant since they shape how we
proceed in our interventions aimed at organizing such processes.
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Figure 2 - A Learning Communities' Framework

5.2. Community-Centred Learning Contexts
The conventional learning theories underpinned by a "storage house" metaphor (Klein & Baxter, 2006), that
depicts learning as an accretive process, lead fundamentally to the creation of learning contexts where the
central process is imparting knowledge. Such approach is still dominant nowadays, essentially relying on
content (subject-matter) structuring and transmission.
A different proposal for learning contexts was possible due to the emergence of constructivist theories of
learning that emphasized the learner's active role in the process. But, in such contexts, the isolated learner is
still quite often the unit of analysis.
Thus, we argue that to translate the insights provided by Situated Learning, we should move toward a
community-centred model of learning contexts. The difference is that learning is not solely a constructive
process of the learner in some social setting that “influences” it, and the learning subject is not solely the
individual but rather a broader social entity, which, in our case, is the Learning Community. Our point, here, is
not to reject constructivist theories of learning nor individual learning processes. Instead, we note that even in
those theories considered as social theories of learning, the social dimension (and to some extent the
understanding of situatedness) of learning is limited to a spatial and temporal understanding of the
environment where it takes place.
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5.3 Learning Communities and Communities of Practice
The concept of Learning Communities is referred to in academic literature mainly in relation to teaching and
learning. The concept of Communities of Practice has moved away from its original conception proposed by
Lave and Wenger (1991) and is now mainly referred to in academic and business papers and books in relation
to professional organizational settings and activities. Learning Communities theory is based on social
constructivism. Communities of Practice theory is based on Situated Learning. Despite their different
references and languages, their actual interpretations share many underlying similarities (Barab & Duffy, 2000).
Nevertheless, we asserted that they are not the same in an argument that we have reviewed (Mendes, et al.,
2008).
At the centre of their relationship we found the collaborative nature of the learning process through which the
development of shared understandings occurs. However, and recognizing that this is an aspirational intention,
in a Learning Community members have goals involving learning about a specific domain. On the contrary, in a
Community of Practice, learning itself is not an objective. Learning in a Community of Practice is a by-product
of the engagement in a shared social practice; their “objective” is not to learn but instead to get things done.
Our distinction between Communities of Practice and Learning Communities is not a mere exercise of splitting
hairs. The basis of our argument is that Learning Communities are created intentionally to address specific
learning endeavours, while Communities of Practice, at least in their original formulation, exist informally
through and due to the organization of their members around a shared practice. To be fair, we cannot create
Learning Communities (at least solely by a process of labelling or proclamation). They may emerge in a context
where we can have some design and intervention. As we previously discussed, Wenger himself suggested that
a Community of Practice can indeed be a Learning Community if it makes learning a shared enterprise of their
practices. Regardless of our objectives aimed at devising actionable knowledge, we must proceed with caution.
Both concepts may well have lost their meaning since they have been used acritically and all sorts of
communities flourish everywhere by the means of researchers' pens or by the simple act of typing a password
in a web application (Grossman & Wineburg, 2000), or by being part of a social network.
As Lave (2008) explained, nowadays’ usage of the term CoPs seems to be "ignorant of the original intent (and
its limitations); the dominant approach to CoPs has become what it was specifically not intended to be—a
normative or prescriptive model." As she elucidated us, CoPs aren't something to look for but instead a “way of
looking.” We aren't against the reconstruction of the concept taken by what we described as the normative
approach. Nonetheless, and with the benefit of hindsight, we don't consider that such a path will suit our
purposes or lead us to a fundamentally different direction. As such, our approach will maintain its focus on
using Situated Learning's analytical perspective. Therefore, and since the whole idea of Situated Learning is
about understanding how learning occurs every day, we will try to use its insights to inform and support our
inquiry while framing the question: What kind of design interventions can we devise that can provide a
“proper” context for learning?
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5.4 Toward a Learning Architecture for Learning Communities
Through this section we extend Wenger’s (1998) proposal for a Learning Architecture by complementing it with
five extra dimensions that should be considered when designing learning contexts. Our motivation for the
development of a Learning Architecture for Learning Communities relies on the observation that although the
vantage point of situated and social learning approaches is widely stated, we still don't know that much about
translating their insights into our interventions in academic and professional institutions. Our objective is to
move further toward the production of actionable knowledge for the development of Learning Contexts.
We derived from Wenger’s (1998) proposed Learning Architecture that includes three components:
engagement, imagination and alignment, and four dimensions: participation/reification, local/global,
designed/emergent and identification/negotiability, and. Wenger’s (1998) proposed components are based on
the different modes of participating or belonging to a community. Although the components are described
separately, they are by no means independent and therefore must be considered together in a learning design.
The learning architecture dimensions represent some of the tradeoffs to be addressed. Each one of them is not
a dichotomy but rather a duality; they're not polarities and therefore have to be balanced. The learning
architecture components represent infrastructural facilities that support the “development” and sustainment
of Learning Communities. Furthermore, the dimensions and components are not orthogonal. Our proposal
includes the addition of five extra dimensions that we identified to be relevant through the conduction of the
present research project: content/context, coherence/diversity, individual/collective exploitation/exploration
and face-to-face/online.
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Figure 3 - Learning Architecture Components

Figure 4 - Learning Architecture Dimensions
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The proposed Learning Architecture for Learning Communities will be used in our analysis of this research
project’s empirical studies. In our academic domains of research, Information Systems and Organizational
Engineering, there are two different fundamental types of architectures: descriptive and normative/descriptive
(Hoogervorst, 2009). It is important to bear in mind, as in Wenger's original proposal, that we follow a
descriptive approach regarding the presented Learning Architecture. Therefore, it is not a blueprint. It resides
on enacting the relevant aspects to be considered for the development of Learning Contexts.

5.4.1 Learning Architecture Components
5.4.1.1 Facilities of Engagement
Engagement is related to the "active involvement in mutual processes of negotiation of meaning" (Wenger,
1998). Being that learning is considered an integral and inseparable aspect of participation in social practices,
creating learning contexts aimed at nurturing the development of learning communities must address the
creation of facilities of engagement as a central concern. It is through such engagement in shared and
sustained activities that communities may emerge. If learning is not understood as the simple transmission of
content, but instead as a process and simultaneously a by-product of the participation in activities that support
the approach to a subject matter, a learning design must consider which are the activities to be performed and
how they may be done as joint tasks. Therefore, to support the creation of communities it is necessary to
consider what interactional facilities should be in place and how to support such activities with physical and
online spaces and structures for interaction. If learning happens due to the participation in shared practices in
social settings, and it is through participation that meaning making takes place, a learning design must consider
that the activities to be created should be performed as joint tasks, and further, it must address the creation of
participatory structures that foster and sustain participation.
5.4.1.2 Facilities of Imagination
The term imagination may be misleading (Wenger, 1998). It is not used, nor should it be interpreted, as a
synonym for fantasy. To support the facilities of imagination is to support the creation of "an image of
ourselves, of our communities and of the world " (Wenger, 2000). In a learning community there must be
opportunities for orientation in which one can explore the relation and location of the self in relation to the
community (Wenger, 1998). One of the key processes for doing so is to impose collective reflection
opportunities on the learning design - a subject already addressed in this chapter. The last aspect to bear in
mind is that a learning design must provide the space and the opportunities for exploration. Exploration in
Wenger's terms is what we previously defined as collective inquiry.
5.4.1.3 Facilities of Alignment
Alignment implies the coordination of "activities in order to fit within broader structures and contribute to
broader enterprises" (Wenger, 1998). Yet, alignment is not a unidirectional process of submission to an
external entity; it consists and includes the coordination of interpretations, perspectives and actions.
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Learning designs should not be aimed at developing self contained artificial contexts, but instead provide the
opportunity for establishing the relation between what is being learned through the locality of the activities
being performed and the 'outside' world. If one wants to create learning contexts in which what is to be
learned is actionable, the activities in place must have consequences and/or application beyond the boundaries
of the learning context. Learning must include the development of competencies and skills that can be used in
real world settings. Facilities of alignment should address this convergence between the locality of the
communities and the globality of the outside world.

5.4.2 Learning Architecture Dimensions
5.4.2.1 Participation and Reification
The processes of participation and reification are closely connected. The concept of participation includes
taking part in something with others. It points to action as well as connection being simultaneously individual
and social. The concept of reification is the process through which experience that results from participation
takes form. However, though the situated approach to learning acknowledges the concept of mediation acknowledging the relevance of artefacts - reification cannot be limited to the creation of material artefacts
such as documents, processes, rules, roles and so on. It includes actions such as “designing, representing,
naming, encoding and describing, as well as perceiving, interpreting, using, reusing, decoding and recasting”
(Wenger, 1998). It should not be merely interpreted as synonymous with objectification. Participation, per se,
cannot guarantee the appropriation of meanings. Therefore participation has to be balanced and intertwined
with activities of reification through which shared artefacts are produced. In terms of design it must be
considered which forms of participation can give meaning to the subject matter. Defining the artefacts to be
produced is relevant not only because their creation provides the opportunity for negotiation but because by
becoming reified the community gets organized around them as well. Further, as they become public they
serve as boundary objects that may be used to trespass the community boundaries.
5.4.2.2 Designed and Emergent
Another fundamental aspect in understanding the creation of learning contexts is that the context itself is not
something that is simply defined upfront. The learning context is built and rebuilt through interaction. Context
cannot be merely foreseen or specified. Therefore, design shouldn't be understood as a product, but as a
process that takes place continually. As Wenger (1998) posited, a practice is not a result of a design but instead
a response to a design, thus there’s always an uncertainty between a design and its realization. Hence it is
fundamental to understand this tension and recognize that the design of learning contexts is not a matter of
establishing a blueprint upfront. We may create the conditions to nurture, support and sustain learning and the
emergence of communities, but we cannot design them. Furthermore there isn’t a linear causality between
teaching or training and the learning that actually takes place. “Designing for learning is not a matter of chaos
versus order or narrow versus abstract globality, but a matter of combining them productively” (Wenger,
1998). Further, addressing this duality implies considering to what extent the learning design should in fact be
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minimalist, providing space for emergence. A learning context will always be dependent on the participants. It
is through their actions and interactions that the context itself is created and recreated.
5.4.2.3 Identification and Negotiability
Learning as a transformative process that changes the way we perceive and act in the world, is interlocked with
the concept of identity (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). Identity is developed through negotiation and
identification. Identification is only possible at the level of a community if members have an identity with which
they can identify. The development of such identity takes place through negotiability. Negotiability implies that
there must be a perceived sense of agency in which individuals feel that they influence and shape the
communities’ shared enterprises through time.
5.4.2.4 Local and Global
It is relevant in the discussion of learning contexts to consider this duality as a means of establishing relations
between the locality of what is to be learned and its relation with the broader world. From a situated
perspective, learning cannot be disconnected from the real world since learning is in fact a way of being in the
world. One of the main objectives for the design of learning contexts should be the achievement of a relation
between what is to be learned and the outside world. Learning, as a process of transformation that changes
the way one perceives and is able to act in the world, must aim to develop competencies and skills that can be
directly applied outside the learning context.
5.4.2.5 Content and Context
We identified a central duality to be addressed regarding the design of learning contexts in the work of
Figueiredo and Afonso (2005). The authors proposed a philosophic framework that is relevant for addressing
the duality of content and context. While we cannot proceed with a profound analysis of their proposal, in
9

what follows we summarize the most relevant points in relation to our research objective . When addressing
Learning from an epistemology of practice standpoint, the context is a fundamental element. Focusing solely on
content leads to a simplistic, myopic view of learning as a simple delivery of substance. If the way to learn is not
limited to instruction, then the context is key to learning. The focus should therefore be in the creation of a
context which supports the content. This duality is central to our objectives since it may bridge the gap
between learning designs based on knowledge transmission and learning designs based on situated and sociocultural perspectives of learning. Context is vital to enabling learning but has it has been explained by the
authors content is not to be ignored. From a situated and social perspective, learning doesn't happen in a
vacuum by the simple transmission of knowledge as a substance that moves freely from a source to a recipient
- therefore the context in which learning happens is key. Further, as the authors suggested, the context is not
something that can be constructed up front and instantiated in practice. The underlying question to posit while
creating learning contexts is therefore: what learning context can support the appropriation of the contents to
be learned?
9

If the reader is interested in further exploring this theme the following references are recommended (Cunha & Figueiredo,
2006; A. D. Figueiredo, 2005; A. D. Figueiredo & Afonso, 2005)
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5.4.2.6 Online and Face to Face
The Barab, Mackinster and Scheckler’s (2004) proposal, in blended learning contexts, was to consider the
relation and tension between online and face-to-face interaction. In the design of learning contexts in which
interaction would be limited to online spaces this wouldn't be a duality. But in our case, and as we suppose, in
the majority of current learning contexts, it is relevant to understand how the use of information and
communication technologies supports the learning context. In fact, the technology is itself part of the context
(A. D. Figueiredo & Afonso, 2005). Technology cannot be addressed independently from the contexts that are
to be created.
5.4.2.7 Diversity and Coherence
In a learning context where the learning goals are defined a priori it is necessary to continuously ensure
coherence with the defined goals, maintaining alignment within and between groups. Nevertheless, to
stimulate learning it is essential to stimulate diversity, which enriches negotiation and (therefore) learning
itself. Furthermore, learning should not be regarded as a mere result of teaching. This is not to say that there
isn’t learning where there isn’t teaching. The point to be taken is that designing for learning should not be
limited to the content that is part of the "teaching" curriculum. To honour the emergent and dynamic nature of
learning it must be considered that as a response to any teaching curriculum there is a learning curriculum that
emerges.
5.4.2.8 Exploitation and Exploration
While studying Organizational Learning, James March (1991) identified the relation and issues regarding the
difficulty that organizations face in maintaining a balance between enduring in exploitative modes where
previous knowledge is exploited, and engaging in explorative modes seeking for new knowledge. We are using
March's terms to put emphasis on something that is widely known in the learning field. Learning is a relational
process. What we learn affects and is dependent upon what we knew previously. Our point here is that when
designing for learning, this duality has to be addressed by considering the relation with the previous knowledge
the participants have. To develop expertise one needs to be in contact with the same subjects repeatedly.
5.4.2.9 Individual and Collective
One of the major issues encountered while undertaking this work was dealing with incommensurable positions
regarding learning. Each new approach to a problem appears as the new silver bullet that will solve all
problems and is often presented as an opposition to the previous ones. While this might be a valid approach in
many cases (sometimes things really are wrong), to address complex topics and themes such as learning, where
there's no definitive answer, it might worth the effort to provide attention to different learning theories and
perspectives otherwise seen as incompatible. Therefore, instead of addressing individual and collective
learning as a polarity, in our understanding the challenge is to put emphasis on the relationship between both.
Pursuing a community-centred model for learning contexts does not imply that we forget the individual
processes and characteristics of individual learning.
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Part IV - Empirical Research
“The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to
the stormy present. The occasion is piled high
with difficulty and we must rise with the occasion.
As our case is new, so we must think anew, and
act anew.”
Abraham Lincoln

6. Empirical Studies
In this chapter two empirical studies, conducted in the course of this research project, are reviewed.
The first study took place in a university course, of the master degree in Computer Engineering and Information
Systems at Instituto Superior Técnico.

The researcher took part as a teaching assistant and was also

responsible for creating and supporting the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) platform used
by the students of that course. The intents of this first study were set at 1) understanding how a group of
learners may evolve into a Learning Community and how that process, and the inherent dynamics of
collaborative learning, can be stimulated, 2) understanding the role of the course’s context and the course’s
design, and their influences on the groups' collaboration, in relation with the first objective and 3)
understanding the ICT usage to support learning communities.
The second study was conducted in a professional context, during a training course for a Portuguese
telecommunications company. This study was not initially planned and appeared as an opportunity to further
develop the study of the learning processes that occur within groups, and how these processes are supported
by the usage of ICTs. The researcher was also responsible for supporting and facilitating the use of the provided
ICT platform.
First each one of the studies is presented separately. In the following chapter we proceed with a cross-case
analysis, to summarize our findings and the respective implications for this research. Both studies will be
analyzed not only in the academic aspect but also in relation with this researcher’s professional experience.
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6.1 GCAO-IST - Learning in an Academic Institution
This section addresses the process of designing and providing ICT support and actually supporting the creation
of learning communities in an academic context as well as conducting research on the learning processes that
were taking place.
In line with our underlying motivation to further understand the creation and facilitation of learning contexts,
in this section we describe the GCAO-IST case, to characterize it and present its results that are discussed in the
following chapter.

6.1.1 Contextualization
nd

The first empirical study took place in an optional course of the 2 year of the MSc in Information Systems and
Computer Engineering (MEIC), at Instituto Superior Técnico. The class name is GCAO (Portuguese acronym for
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning) and its central themes are Knowledge Management,
Organizational Learning and Organizational Change. The researcher assisted Professor Artur Ferreira da Silva
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in the preparation and support of this course.
The study’s participants (and therefore its subject) were GCAO’s 32 students (mainly finalists of the 2nd year of
MEIC), GCAO's teacher and the researcher, who also participated as a teaching assistant.
Even though this was the first time the GCAO course was offered in the MEIC curriculum, the course’s design
was based on pedagogic principles from the professor’s previous experiences.
“In Engineering degrees – as I believe to have demonstrated in Coimbra (Silva & Figueiredo, 2002) and confirmed
with the Porfolio subject (Silva & Tribolet, 2007) – management and organizational matters should not be taught ex
cátedra, but rather in articulation with the immersion of students in the reality of organizational work, or, as
advocated by Schön (1987), in a reflective practicum which simulates the working reality being taught. That is, in
truth, the first reason which founds the teaching/learning methodology to be adopted in this subject.” (Silva, 2008a)

Therefore, the pedagogical design of GCAO could not be based on the orthodox class paradigm, since it implies
the creation of a context that approaches the academic environment to a professional environment. Hence,
learning had (and has) to be a product of practice, including Schön’s "reflective-practice" (1983). Aligned with
the reality of learning in professional organizations, a quasi-professional context was created and supported
through the following principles: (1) students are co-creators of both their own learning and that of their peers,
(2) students work collaboratively by producing and sharing new knowledge in different groups and (3) students
should be able to critically evaluate their work and the work of their peers.
The underlying objective was to move students from the role of "passive" recipients of knowledge to active
learners - knowledge workers - engaged in collaborative work that, by design, can't be performed individually.

10

The supervisor of this MSc Research Project as well as the professor responsible for the course
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To simulate an organizational-like environment, where each member is part of different groups, in GCAO each
student participated in 3 different groups over the semester: a Thematic Group, with 10/11 students, that is
the analogous to a Community of Practice working around a shared domain; a Project Group, with 3/4
students, that is analogous to a project team or a department that intersects different organizational practices;
and GCAO-Organization as a whole, that is constituted by all the 32 students, and is analogous to a real
organization, where different formal and informal groups are intertwined in a shared enterprise (figure 5).
Each one of these groups was a potential learning community, in which students were encouraged to organize
their own learning processes collaboratively. Yet, this simulation should be interpreted as an analogy or a
metaphor for an organizational reality. We are aware that GCAO can’t fully mimic the dynamics and
contingencies of everyday work practices in an organization.

Figure 5 - GCAO-IST Groups' Structure

As in an organization, work was not independent and had to be aligned and integrated with other teams’
efforts. Hence, the assignments performed during the semester corresponded to the evolution of 3 phases.
First, as part of their thematic group, students co-constructed knowledge about a theme. Then, they integrated
the produced and gathered knowledge in a textbook about the referred GCAO core themes, where all the
students are the collaborative authors. At the end, they had to put what they learned to practice, by working as
a project team with members from each of the 3 thematic groups, analysing a real organization (or case from
literature). This provided the means for analysing the organization from 3 different points of view - one per
theme, which each member had previously worked on. Those views then had to be integrated in a coherent
perspective, in order to develop the group’s final report on the chosen organization.
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6.1.2 Data Collection
During the semester the students interacted face-to-face in the weekly classes and online, through GCAO’s ICT
platform.
Data collection for this empirical study was supported by 3 different data sources. The first was the direct
observation and participation in GCAO's weekly classes, where the researcher participated simultaneously as a
teaching assistant. The second data source was the analysis of the participants’ online interactions in GCAO’s
platform. The third data source consisted in semi-structured voluntary (non-evaluated) interviews with some of
the participants, before the end of the semester.
It is important to make clear that, on the first class, the students were informed of the research study and that
the researcher’s role was to assist the ongoing activities at the same time that the research was being
conducted, through the participation in the classes.

6.1.3 Description
The GCAO study had a duration of 8 months. Even though the class was lectured only from the 27th February
2008 to the 25th June 2008, its preparation began long before, as it was the first year the course was offered as
part of the curriculum. The researcher’s formal participation started in November 2007, by designing GCAO’s
ICT support. Therefore, the participation and intervention is analysed regarding two separate phases. On the
first one, which took place during the 4 months that preceded GCAO’s classes, the objective was to make sense
of the learning-teaching methodology and, through its design, define how to best provide ICT support for the
course throughout the semester. The second phase constitutes the ongoing support of GCAO over the
semester. We briefly describe each of these phases separately, to support the presentation of this case’s
results, which will be addressed in the next section.

Phase I – Designing Support for GCAO-IST
The aim of this phase was to define and implement GCAO’s ICT support. Through this section we summarize
the design decisions regarding GCAO's support and describe the implemented ICT platform.
During these four months, in parallel with the initial literature review, several tasks were performed to further
understand GCAO’s teaching-learning method and its theoretical underpinnings and implications. During this
phase, the major activities where: meetings with GCAO’s professor, testing and analysing seven collaboration
11

platforms, participating on an online conference regarding this matter, organized by CPSquare , devising
contacts with companies providing collaborative software to acquire support for this project, and
implementation and configuration of the chosen solution.
The platform had to be aligned with GCAO’s learning strategies and with what is expected to be encountered in
real-world organizations. Therefore, the majority of the reviewed platforms, with the exception of Moodle, are
promoted by their resellers as Web 2.0, or more properly, as Enterprise 2.0 applications.
11 The conference was named “Long Live Platform” organized by CPSquare - an online community about Communities of
Practice (http://cpsquare.org/)
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Only two companies made themselves available for supporting this initiative for free and our final decision was
to implement a platform by integrating three products from IBM Lotus family (see figure 6) (further
12

information about these products is available at IBM’s website ).
We decided to offer support for synchronous and asynchronous interactions, to sustain online collaboration
throughout the development of the participants’ ongoing work.
The major design decision was to have a single platform entirely open and accessible to any student, from any
group. Despite the fact that this doesn't represent the current organizational reality, our objective was to
enhance and support bridging between groups.

IBM Lotus QuickR 8

IBM Lotus Connections 1.1

IBM Lotus Sametime Server

Wikis

Individual Profiles

Instant Messaging

Group Blogs

Individual Blogs

Discussion Forums

Collaborative Tagging

Document Repositories

Task Coordination

Online Presentation
Video Conferencing

Figure 6 - GCAO-IST ICT Platform
Multiple workspaces were created (using Lotus QuickR): a general workspace to support GCAO’s ongoing
interactions throughout the semester and during the production of the course textbook, 3 workspaces for each
of the thematic groups and 11 workspaces for each project team. All workspaces included a discussion forum, a
group blog, a wiki and a file repository. All the students had access to all the workspaces.
Lotus QuickR was integrated with Lotus Connections, which supports individual blogs, collaborative tagging and
a tool aimed at supporting task coordination.
Synchronous interactions were supported through the usage of Lotus Sametime, which provided the means for
instant messaging, video conferencing and online presentations
As previously mentioned, during this phase, this researcher participated in an online conference that took place
in January 2008, for the duration of about a month, named “Long Live Platform”. This conference included the
analysis of different collaboration platforms, made by the participants (about 30). Multiple platforms were
reviewed and discussed via conference calls. Even though the reviewed platforms for GCAO weren’t included,
the participation in this event provided some insights regarding the fact that different communities have
13

different orientations and therefore different technological support needs . Hence, the design of GCAO’s ICT
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QuickR
(http://www.ibm.com/lotus/quickr);
Connections
(http://www.ibm.com/sametime)
13
This subject is addressed in (Wenger, White, & Smith, 2009) book

(http://www.ibm.com/lotus/quickr);

Sametime
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support was based on the premise that each group would be responsible for choosing which tools to use in
order to best suit their needs.

Phase II – Supporting GCAO-IST
Support and intervention in the GCAO study took place through the duration of the semester (4 months). In
this section we describe the major activities performed by participants, in order to characterize GCAO’s design
and to support the presented results, which precedes the case discussion.
The course design and context were aimed at encouraging collaborative work. The assignments, which were
aligned with these objectives, are briefly described in this section.
Boot Strapping (2 Weeks)
The first activity consisted in the production of two essays on Collaborative Tools and Platforms. The first text
was delivered in the second class week and was produced individually by each participant. On the following
week, each thematic group had to deliver a single text about that same subject, integrating the individual texts
produced by its members.
One of the challenges in GCAO is developing group work dynamics in a very short period of time. This first
assignment’s objective is twofold. Firstly, it aimed to stimulate participants towards the relevance of
collaboration and its ICT support. Secondly, it served simultaneously as an icebreaker to get each group on the
move by facilitating their bootstrapping process.
In parallel with this assignment and the beginning of the next one, during the first 4 weeks, the weekly classes
were lectured solely by the professor, who provided an overview about the most relevant topics, to get
students acquainted with the core themes.
Pedagogic Texts - Thematic Group Work (6 weeks)
In their second activity, each one of the 3 thematic groups was responsible for researching and producing a
pedagogical text on one of GCAO’s central themes (Knowledge Management, Organizational Learning and
Organizational Change).
As Schön (1987) noticed, "the problems of real-world practice do not present themselves to practitioners as
well-formed structures".
The majority of the students weren’t acquainted with the research themes. Even though a bibliography was
provided, underlying some of the major contributions in each one of the topics, it would be impossible to read
it all, let alone analyze and synthesize it, in such a small period of time. This task acknowledged and was aimed
to reproduce nowadays’ difficulty in dealing with an overwhelming amount of information. Furthermore, in
GCAO there is no pre-established content to be addressed. Therefore, and in line with the simulation of
working in a real-world organization, each group had to engage in processes of inquiry and knowledge
generation, to make sense and synthesize their research theme, simultaneously being responsible for deciding
on the most important aspects to focus.
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As it was described in the introduction, each student was not responsible solely for its learning, but also for the
learning of its peers, through intra-group interaction. In addition, each group was responsible for the learning
of the subject-matter and content produced and taught by other groups and their corresponding research
theme. Therefore, during this phase, the groups performed bi-weekly presentations in GCAO’s weekly classes,
to inform other groups of the subjects they were studying. These presentations were in fact another dimension
of the GCAO-Organization, each group being responsible for disseminating knowledge to the whole
organization.
The Class Book - GCAO Organization (4 Weeks)
GCAO’s third assignment had as input the texts elaborated by each thematic group. In this assignment, such
texts had to be integrated in the form of a class textbook. Through this task the participants worked as a single
group, as if they were an organization: the GCAO-organization.
The production of the class book constitutes a very different challenge and introduces new difficulties, due to
the inherent discontinuity in complexity which exists when passing from a task of organizing the work of
several groups of about 10 people to organizing the work of a single group of 32 people.
Besides the difficulties posed by the organizing effort to support ongoing work, there is considerable
overlapping between each one of the research themes. Therefore, the consolidation of the produced texts on
each of the themes is much more problematical than a simple merging task. Such overlapping and potential
inconsistencies had to be addressed through this assignment.
Project Teams - Case Groups
GCAO’s last assignment was performed by the project groups. Each group was constituted by one element of
each thematic group, therefore integrating different practices into the project team.
The assignment consisted in developing an analysis of a real organization, or re-reviewing a case study, with a
holistic approach, integrating not only the core themes of GCAO – Organizational Learning, Knowledge
Management and Organizational Change – but also a reflection on the support provided by ICT technologies.
The objective of this assignment was the application of their knowledge in practice. Hence, having previously
belonged to different thematic groups and now working as a team, they worked as consultants, experts,
analysing and suggesting courses of action, applying the organizational skills acquired in practice in the
previous assignments.
While this activity is no less relevant than the ones previously described, because the students worked in
groups of 3 elements and our focus is on learning communities (which are necessarily larger in number of
members), its analysis is not considered in this report.
360º Evaluations
For each one of the referred activities, each group had to perform a 360º evaluation of their work. The 360º
evaluation can be considered as a meta-activity with two major objectives. First, this activity is designed to
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stimulate reflection on the practice and work of each participant and also the reflection of the work made by
others, as a group. Second, and since this is an academic context where each student has to be graded at the
end of the semester, it helps to understand and evaluate individual participation in the groups’ assignments.

6.1.4 Results
As described in the previous section, each one of the designed activities had different objectives and work
dynamics. In this section we present the results of the described assignments, to provide the grounds for the
study’s discussion which is presented in the next section.
Participants interacted not only in-person, in the weekly classes, but also during the rest of the week, using the
online tools and platforms. Therefore, and as it was previously described, the presented results are supported
and related to their face-to-face interactions during classes, their online interactions, and the conducted
interviews during the production of the class textbook.
Boot Strapping Results
This period corresponds to the first two weeks of GCAO. After the conclusion of the individual assignment
during first week, the thematic groups engaged on their first collective assignment, which consisted in the
integration of the individual texts about collaborative tools and platforms. As was observed, and later
confirmed by the interviewees, at this time no one wanted to take initiative.
Due to technological issues related with infrastructural support, GCAO’s platform was only made available on
the third class week. Therefore, in the meanwhile, each group created a Google Groups account to manage
their interactions. In the third week of classes, the official platform was presented to the students.
Thematic Group Work Results
At this phase, and during 6 weeks, the participants worked in thematic groups to produce the pedagogic texts
about GCAO’s core themes.
GCAO sets and nurtures a context where the work to be performed is a responsibility of the participants. While
each group theme is defined, it is their responsibility to decide what is relevant and what is not. All of the
themes’ literature is overwhelming and therefore participants depended on their inquiry effort. And not only
do they have to make sense of the themes, but they also need to organize their work. Therefore, learning to
work in groups is a by-product of their endeavour that includes taking ownership of the process.
The groups followed different approaches regarding this assignment. Despite the different approaches, each
group took the same strategy regarding their organization. All groups decided to split into smaller groups of 3
to 4 elements. The division of labour was performed with consideration to the work to be developed, but no
formal or specific roles were created to support their ongoing coordination.
After a quick revision of the subject’s literature and identifying the themes and their main authors, groups G1
and G2 decided to split the themes through the smaller groups they created. Each of these groups was
responsible for continuing to review the literature on that part of the theme and writing the corresponding
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text. With a different approach, group G3 decided that each person would review the literature on the theme
as a whole, individually and in more depth, and only after would they split the theme work between the
smaller groups. In the monthly interaction graph (Appendix III, figure 11) it is clearly visible that groups G1 and
G2 began collaborating on the work earlier, whereas group 3’s interactions were very scarce during the same
period of time.
Group G1 had an internal conflict regarding this organization and work division. As the issue was not solved by
exchanging messages online, it became necessary to schedule a meeting in person. In groups G2 and G3 no
major issues were observed, and a larger alignment was felt regarding the work method.
The groups’ work coordination took place mainly through the usage of online tools. But even though, by this
time, GCAO’s platform was available and completely stable, the groups continued to use Google Groups to
support their interactions. While there were regular interactions on the official workspace created to support
GCAO, there was almost no platform usage in each of the groups’ workspaces, with the exception of group G1.
Students were rather using their Google Groups, which were private.
This question was addressed and discussed in one of the classes, due to an intervention from GCAO’s
professor. As explained to the participants, the objective of providing open access to everyone was manifold.
The first reason was to stimulate cross-pollination between working groups that were researching related
themes and were likely experiencing similar issues in their research process. Second, and since each group was
responsible for the learning of the other groups, everyone should be able to consult available material on
demand. Third, the role of the professor in this kind of learning context includes the monitoring of ongoing
work and providing regular feedback about the produced content, as well as about the process itself. Fourth,
the platform usage was incentivized, as the online interactions were part of the participants’ evaluation and
without access to their ongoing work, all the previous points were compromised. Fifth, as there is an
overlapping between subjects and authors of the three themes, it is important that each group is aware of the
subjects the other groups are working on. And last but not least, in a real world organization (arguably) people
don’t get the chance to choose what technology to use.
With the advent of Web 2.0, and the availability of online platforms with virtually no usage cost and immediate
access, it is known that people self-organize, creating parallel working spaces outside the supplied support
from their organizations. But, as an alternative and since no determinist technological stance was adopted,
each group could continue to use their Google Group account with the condition of providing access to their
colleagues and to GCAO’s professor.
During this debate, the reactions were mixed. Group G1 moved all their existing content from Google Groups
to their workplace in GCAO’s platform, and stopped using their Google group. The other two groups were more
reluctant to move away from Google Groups. There were two major concerns. Firstly, some of the groups
didn’t want to take the time to learn another platform or were afraid that it could have some technical
problems. The second concern was centred on privacy.
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Eventually, all groups started using GCAO’s platform but at different levels and making different usage of the
tools. Even so, group G2 and group G3 continued to use their Google Groups accounts.
According to the interviewed participants, “the cost of changing *to another platform+ would be too high”, as
14

they were already acquainted with the platform being used at the time [I1] . Furthermore, they were
concerned about the teacher’s presence, which constrains the language and "creates issues of confidence"
(lack of confidence in their own contributions) and were concerned about the possible negative impacts of
their considerations about the work of their peers [I2].
From the supplied tools on GCAO’s platform, only the Lotus QuickR workspaces were used. None of the
synchronous communication tools from Lotus Sametime were used, neither were the functionalities available
in Lotus Connections, which included collaborative tagging of web sites, individual blogs and lightweight task
management.
In the beginning of the Thematic Work there were some conflicts in groups regarding the definition of their
course of action. Without established leadership, all the groups manifested issues to self-organize.
During this period, GCAO’s platform group workspaces were mainly used for document sharing. Group G1
began by creating wiki pages to structure some of the material that they were gathering from their
bibliographic research. In this group there was a fundamentally different approach when compared to the
other groups, since they were not only collecting materials, but were also discussing them collaboratively.
Coordination of ongoing work took place mainly by usage of forum threads and mostly in a reactive manner
rather than a proactive one. By this time there was some leadership established in each one of the groups,
even though it was not formally constituted. As described, in their created division of labour, none of the
groups considered the need for explicit coordination of their tasks.
In group G1 there were 2 working students that weren't at the university on a daily basis. And while all the
participants were from the same university, some of the members studied in different campuses and didn’t
have any previous joint working experience, nor was it possible for any of the smaller groups of 3 to work in
person on a regular basis.
Because each group was responsible for both their learning and the learning of other groups’ themes, each
group presented their work in a bi-weekly basis to the other groups in GCAO’s weekly classes.
GCAO’s design aims to stimulate participation, not only through online interactions, but also via the class
debates. Even so, for the majority of the presentations, debate was very limited and sometimes only the
professors’ comments took place. Cross group interaction was almost inexistent. Only 3 interactions from 2
elements of different groups were registered throughout this assignment.
Since at this phase intra- and inter-groups interaction was somewhat below expectations, GCAO’s professor
shared online some of his reflections about what was and wasn’t being achieved in the course and about the
relation of the research themes with participants’ lives outside GCAO. As it was stated at the time, the point to
14
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be taken into consideration was not his reflection, per se, as the objective was to stimulate participants’
reflective practices. There were no replies from any of the participants.
The researcher conducted a presentation during a class, regarding the nature of learning communities and its
relation with GCAO’s learning methodology. GCAO’s design is aimed at enacting not only individual learning but
also the learning of the thematic and project groups and ultimately the learning of GCAO as a whole
organization. The concern is not solely related with the developing of cognitive understandings of the themes,
as it includes the development of collaborative skills that can't be taught and consequently are only to be
learned in practice. Furthermore, in GCAO the same themes under study are practiced by the participants, with
an opportunity for further insight generation. The intended objective of this intervention was to facilitate
reflection about the participants’ achievements up to that date, through the collective debate that followed.
Participants manifested some difficulties with time management due to their other degree subjects and, for
some, their ongoing MSc’s dissertation work. This issue affected intra-groups interaction. Participants reported
they had almost no time to elaborate their own work for GCAO. The researcher created a discussion thread in
the form of a follow-up, re-addressing the invitation for collective reflection, but only one of the groups, G1,
engaged specifically in the discussion of their working processes.
Each group had to perform a 360º evaluation. Groups G1 and G3 performed their evaluation when they
finished their thematic work. Group G2 took a different approach and maintained an interactive evaluation
right from the start. With this evaluation dynamic, each member could have a larger awareness of his
participation throughout the process. In both strategies there were some debates regarding this matter. Even
so, some of the discussions regarding evaluation issues were addressed outside the group (personally, one-onone).
From the quantitative point of view, as can be observed in (Appendix III figures 10 and 11), the number of
interactions was fundamentally different between each one of the groups.
Besides the clear differences in the number of message interactions, their distribution through time is also
different. In G1, the number of interactions was continuously decrescent. In G2, the number of interactions is
quite steady during the first two months, followed by a significant decrease in the last month. Group G3 was
the one with least initial interactions but had the most interactions during the last 2 months, out of all the
groups.
Regarding the distribution of interactions within each group, similar distributions can be observed in all groups.
In every one of them, there are either one or two members which are clearly ahead of the others, with a much
higher number of interactions. Generally, most participants produced up to 50 interactions, where the topcontributors have levels of up to 150.
Despite the arguable value of a quantitative analysis, it is necessary to analyze these results regarding their
quality and nature. Even though the academic context was one of Computer Engineering, surprisingly, many of
the participants had never used a blog or wiki for content production.
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As mentioned before, group G1 was the only one which abandoned the use of Google Groups, transferring all
messages exchanged up to that date to the official GCAO platform.
During the Thematic Group work, group G1 created 38 wiki pages. Besides some pages, which only served the
purpose of storing files or reference links to online content, this group’s usage of the wiki was observed as
being “normal” - for collaborative writing. Some pages include summaries of researched articles. It is
noticeable that most pages have a history log of many content entries, submitted by different people. Some
pages were used to support dialogues, much like a discussion forum.
Group G2’s wiki usage was focused on structuring the text that was being developed. In this case, the
participants structured the wiki in several groups of pages, where each page corresponded to a section of the
document. Even though 68 pages were created in total, 43 of these were links or attached documents. The wiki
was therefore mostly used as a document repository.
Group G3 created 46 wiki pages, of which 31 were used as document repositories. The same tendency
observed in group G2 was verified. This group posted their content on the platform after a class where they
stated that one of the goals of working in shared spaces is that the teacher or tutor can observe the student’s
activity and provide feedback. In the majority of the pages, when there is more than one version of the page,
the author is the same.
Individual blogs weren't used and the groups' blog usage was very limited or non-existent. Group G1 didn’t use
the blog at all. Group G2 posted only two entries, by different authors, which were a copy of content found
during literature research. None of the two posts had any comments.
Group G3 posted 4 entries, by 2 authors. Once again, all entries were a copy of content found during literature
research and none of them had any comments.
In GCAO’s general workspace all tools were used. The wiki was used for the production of the class textbook, as
described in the next section. In the GCAO’s general forum, 135 messages were exchanged. The majority of the
discussion topics referred to the course coordination, clarification discussions on the work at hand, and support
on using the platform. In the general blog there were 13 posts. However, unlike the groups’ blog entries, these
posts had some comments. They were not limited to the course’s themes but had references to other relevant
topics as well. Furthermore, some posts were intended to support ongoing work, such as “how to make
presentations”. One of the most noticeable posts was a summary of Morgan’s metaphors (1997), which were
studied during the course and that were to be evaluated in a coming test. As was commented, this post proved
to be “a real public service”.
The Class Book Results
Collaboration is inbuilt in GCAO by design. People have to work in groups. The class book is the central element
of this design – the “organization” has to produce a single artefact. To produce the class book, participants had
to work as a single group of 32 elements that represents the GCAO-Organization. This constitutes a
fundamentally new paradigm, since it is a completely new experience that had never happened during their
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academic journey. It appeared as another discontinuity regarding their previous experience of working in
groups. Therefore, and as it was expected throughout this assignment, there were significant changes in the
collaboration dynamics.
In the first week, as before, no one was taking initiative. During one of the classes there was a major debate
regarding the work to be performed, as there were many contradicting opinions. Some of the participants
weren’t motivated to engage on this activity, since they considered that there would be different levels of
participation and disparity in the amount of contributions.
During the development of the class book there were no pre-established hierarchies. Once again, in accordance
to what had happened during the thematic group assignment, the participants self-organized themselves in
smaller groups. The major difference this time was that a group was created specifically to perform the
coordination of the group’s work, which later became the editing taskforce of the class’ textbook. Although in
the thematic groups some leadership roles emerged but were conducted solely by one element, in this
assignment the leadership was somehow shared between this editing taskforce.
There were some meetings to define the division of labour and its coordination, which started with a face-toface meeting that took around 4 hours.
As described before, the group topics have a high level of overlapping. Consequently, the students had to
review the whole text together and decide how to put things in place to have a better overall document. Even
though there had been previous alignment efforts between the groups, they then decided what format to use
(text, references, etc) and agreed on some specific features. Issues and decisions such as having concept maps
for each topic in the class book, implies not only solving overlapping issues between the themes but also
creating a global book structure.
Throughout this activity, GCAO’s platform was used to organize the working process and monitor its
development. Unlike the previous phases, the platform’s wiki was used to lay out all the necessary tasks that
were to be conducted during this phase’s work.
For the process of elaborating the class textbox, a wiki was used to support the collaborative writing and
support the process itself. A total of 46 pages were created. In this case, and contrary to what was observed
during the thematic groups, only 5 of these pages were used as document repositories. Most pages were used
for the collaborative writing of book sections which didn’t exist in the individual assignments. The glossary of
terms, the introduction and a section about the reflection on the whole process are some examples of content
which was collaboratively structured on the wiki. Even so, some sections were completed during face-to-face
meetings.
One of the pages that were created was an activity table, stating all the tasks that had to be completed in order
to elaborate the book according to what had been agreed between the editors. All tasks were listed by author
and each participant was responsible for updated the status of each of his tasks.
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There were also tasks with no one assigned, for which the editors requested completion on a voluntary basis.
Some elements didn't participate at all in this assignment.
During the book’s development, several wiki-based discussions took place, such as the book’s title debate.
If there were difficulties for conducting the 360º evaluation activity during the thematic groups phase, during
the class book phase it was inherently more difficult. It would be impossible for someone to be aware of the
work and participation of the other 31 elements. There was no discussion observed regarding this matter. The
wiki was the only tool used for the elaboration and coordination of the book’s completion.
All the interviewed students acknowledge the advantages of using an online platform. “Using a platform is
essential for working, since we can’t meet with others during the week” *I2+. Specifically in the class book
phase, they recognized the importance of using a single platform, even though this was not their initial
understanding during the thematic groups’ assignment. One of the students stated that, in the beginning, he
didn’t understand why there was so much forcing to use the platform. But from working on the class book, the
same student concluded that “if I would be attending to GCAO again, despite the initial problems, I would use
the platform from the beginning, since it has advantages as we are now seeing with the class book” [I1].

6.2 GCAO-OE - Learning in a Professional Institution
According to the previously described goals, a second empirical case was conducted to support the research
related to the creation and support of learning contexts.
The participation on this case, GCAO-EO, was smaller in comparison with the previously described study,
GCAO-IST. The case itself had a shorter duration. Nonetheless it was relevant for the present research since it
contributed to our inquiry through the results presented in this section and for the questions that it raised,
which will be addressed later, in Chapter 9.
We’ll continue with this case’s analysis using the same structure that was used for the former empirical case.
We start by providing the reader with the case's contextualization. Afterwards we proceed with a brief
description of the course and its main activities. We end this chapter by presenting the case's results.

6.2.1 Contextualization
The second case occurred during a professional training program in a Portuguese telecommunications
company. Due to confidentiality reasons we’ll refer to it as xTEL.
The training was held in the context of a Professional Specialization in Information Systems and Computer
Engineering (DEI, 2008) at Instituto Superior Técnico Portugal. The course's main modules were Organizational
Engineering, Enterprise Architectures and GCAO (Portuguese acronym for Knowledge Management and
Organization Learning).
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The participants in this case were the 15 members of different management divisions of xTEL, Professor José
15

Manuel Tribolet , responsible for course coordination and the Organizational Engineering module, Professor
16

Artur Ferreira da Silva , responsible for GCAO module, Professor Pedro Sousa, responsible for the Enterprise
Architectures module, and this researcher.
As in the first case, this researcher accumulated distinct roles, namely by participating simultaneously as a
course monitor, assuming functions related to the group collaboration support and facilitation, being
responsible for the courses' collaboration platform configuration and management, and at the same time
developing his own research.
As a professional training event, which corresponds simultaneously to a Professional Specialization, the goal is
to provide the participants with knowledge, methodologies and technologies related to the Organizational
Engineering, Enterprise Architectures and GCAO. However, this course was part of a wider strategic initiative of
xTEL, which was intended at improving the company’s Enterprise Architecture. The course's goals weren’t
limited to the participants’ personal development, as it was also intended that they would create a work group
with the acquired competences in the course that could support future projects in the scope of this strategic
initiative.
Although we’re in a professional training context, this course is based on a methodology focused on
collaborative work activities which is based on a "training-action" approach where there is a direct connection
between the course’s subject-matter and its concrete and contextualized application to the participants
organizational reality. To support this "training-action" methodology, the participants worked in several groups
along the course.
As basis for the course, three problems were defined by xTEL management board. On a first phase, the
participants worked in three groups of five elements (problem groups). Each one of these problem groups
separately addressed one of the three problems. On a second phase, the participants worked as a single group
of fifteen elements (integration group) with the objective of developing an integrated analysis of the previously
addressed problems. In the context of these problem groups and integration groups, we intended to stimulate
Learning Communities' inherent dynamics, accelerating and potentiating the development of the collaborative
skills of the group as a whole.
On a complex problem there are no deterministic relations between cause and effect. It is necessary to engage
in what Schön referred to as problem framing, investing on a better problem’s characterisation. The courses'
final goal is not the problems’ resolution itself but the development of skills to address and model such
complex problems.
In GCAO-EO the aim was to use Enterprise Architectures and Organizational Engineering concepts, tools and
methodologies (that were being addressed during the course) to better characterize and model each of the
problems.

15
16

The co-supervisor of this MSc Research Project
The supervisor of this MSc Research Project
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6.2.2 Data Collection
The gathering of data for this study was supported by two sources. The first was the direct observation,
through the participation in the GCAO's and two Organizational Engineering classes, as well as through the
participation in several self-study support sessions. The second data source was the monitoring of the
participants’ interactions on the course support platform.
On the first session of GCAO in this course the participants were informed of the research study and that the
researcher’s role was simultaneously to assist some of the ongoing activities and to conduct the research.

6.2.3 Description
This course started in June 2008 and it had the duration of eight weeks, as depicted in the following figure.

Week 1
• Full Time
Regime

Weeks 2 &3
• Problem
Groups
worked in
xTEL

Week 4

Week 5

• Full Time
Regime

• Problem
Groups
worked in
xTEL

Week 6
• Full Time
Regime

Week 7
• Problem
Groups
worked in
xTEL

Week 8
• Evaluation and
Presentation

Figure 7 - GCAO-EO Weekly Plan
The course was formed by three weeks of activities at Instituto Superior Técnico, where the different modules
were lectured, in a full-time regime, and by five weeks in a part-time regime, in which the trainees worked at
xTEL.
During the three weeks of theoretic and practical classes, there was also a daily “self-study” period that
counted with the course instructors’ participation. During the five weeks of work at the company, the
participants worked firstly in the problem groups and later in the integration group.
On the last week of the course the participants elaborated a presentation, which was later presented to some
colleagues and administration members of xTEL. Since the course was simultaneously a certification event, the
participants also had to conduct an evaluation task during the courses' last week.
The researcher’s involvement occurred in two distinct phases. On the first phase, which preceded the course,
the researcher participated in the course’s planning process and in the configuration of a technological
platform to support the ongoing collaborative work. On the second phase, which corresponds to the course
itself, the researcher participated in the collaborative work support and facilitation.
We'll proceed with the description of both phases. According to this research's purpose our description is
limited to the GCAO module.
The GCAO module consisted in three classes of three hours each. The addressed themes were Organizational
Learning, Knowledge Management and Organizational Change. Nevertheless, the module’s goal was not limited
to such themes but also, and simultaneously, it was intended to facilitate the collaborative dynamics of the
group work. Therefore, each one of the GCAO classes was divided in two distinct parts. In the first part the
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monitoring and facilitation of the group work dynamics took place. In the second part the theoretic subjectmatters of each one of the themes was presented and discussed.

Phase I - Designing Support for GCAO-OE
Although this was the second time the course was lectured, since it happens on a closed environment and
being limited to just one organization, it had to be adapted to xTEL. During this phase, the researcher
participated in a set of meetings intended to plan the course.
It was decided by xTEL that the platform to be used would be Sharepoint Portal Services 3.0, since it was
already being used in the company. Therefore, the course's platforms were based on a Sharepoint portal that
included three main areas with distinct objectives:
The first area of the portal held the course coordination content. It was formed by an announcement area, a
shared activities calendar and the contact’s management of all participants, including the instructors’ contacts.
The second area aimed at supporting the interaction between the participants, consisted in five discussion
forums. Two of them were used to support the communication between the participants and the instructors,
regarding to subjects related with classes and activities to be done. The other three corresponded to the three
problems to addressed during the course - each forum was set to support the collaboration between each one
of the three problem groups.
The third area served as a file repository organizing the courses’ contents, and additionally supporting the
exchange of documents produced by the participants.
Participants also used a different platform which was intended to support the modelling of the problems being
addressed. Such use is not described since it is out of scope of this dissertation.

Phase II - Supporting GCAO-OE
The participation and support on the case occurred during a period of two months.
Such as in the previous case, the courses' design, activities and context were intended to encourage
collaborative work. In this section we will describe the main activities performed by the participants in a way to
support the subsequent description of the courses' results.
Boot Strapping (1st week)
The first two activities of the course precede the work to be performed by the problem groups. In the first
week two activities were to be performed with the following objectives: stimulate the participants to reflect
about the work to be done, ensure the quick contact between them, create a shared language to support the
collaborative work and, last but not least, to support the adaptation to the collaborative platform.
On the first activity, each participant wrote a small presentation text, followed by a small reflection about their
expectations for the course. That information was then uploaded to the platform to be available to the other
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participants. This task was intended to make the participants reflect on the work to be performed and also to
provide a quick contact with the platform.
The second activity goal was to address inherent issues that occur through the interaction of elements of the
same organization that have distinct practices. It is known that each practice has its own shared repertoire,
including routines, artefacts and vocabulary. As such, it is necessary to build a shared language. In this activity
the participants had to identify the main business entities related with the three course problems and then,
divided in groups, they had to reach a consensus regarding the definitions of such business entities.
Problem Groups Work (5 weeks)
It was in this phase that the participants started to work as problem groups.
The nature of each of the three problem groups was defined by the courses’ coordination together with the
xTEL organization. There was an underlying goal regarding the problem groups’ constitution - ensure the
greatest possible diversity in each group, which was constituted by elements from different departments.
Each group, formed by five elements, developed their understanding of the problem being addressed using the
Organizational Engineering and Enterprise Architectures methodologies, tools and technologies that were
being lectured during the course. Hence, learning was set to occur not solely at a theoretical level but through
the application of what was being learned to the participants’ organizational reality. Beyond the theoretic and
practical classes, a self-study schedule was created, which included the instructors' participation.
Problem Integration Group (2 weeks)
The previous work suits as input to the work to develop in the course last phase, where the problem groups are
joined into the integration group, formed by the fifteen elements.
The goal is to achieve an integrated approach of the three problems addressed previously by the problem
groups. The groups also had to develop a presentation regarding their work results. Next, we will discuss the
results of each one of the phases that were described through this section.

6.2.4 Results
Boot Strapping (1st week)
During the first GCAO's class, the platform supporting the collaborative work was presented to the participants.
The objectives of the initial activities of boot strapping that were performed during the first week were
discussed and analysed with more detail in the subsequent class.
During the realization of these activities, the participants were highly committed in the activities to be
performed. There were no observed difficulties or delays for the engagement in the shared activities. The
participants performed their individual presentation and stored it online without relevant problems.
On the second activity of boot strapping there were some difficulties in the development of the shared
language that would support the work of the problem groups. The identification of the relevant organizational
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entities occurred without major difficulties, but the creation of a consensus relatively to their definitions took a
long time. Members of different departments and with different practices have necessarily different
interpretations and languages to address the same organizational reality. According to what was observed and
reported by the participants, even the definition of an apparently simple business entity, a client, presented
difficulties.
As the difficulty of consensus generation was turned into an explicit problem, it became easier to address. One
of the results of this phase was a shared ontology regarding the business entities and a list of related business
processes in the context of the three problems being addressed through the course.
Problem Groups Work (5 weeks)
During two weeks, the participants worked in the xTEL facilities, and during this period there were no classes.
On the second GCAO class, which occurred in the subsequent week to this period, the dynamics and difficulties
of group work developed until they were discussed.
Along the two weeks during which the problem groups’ worked, the collaborative platform was barely used.
During this period it was used mostly as a file repository for supporting the classes and intermediate group
documents that were being produced. Instead the groups used e-mail to organize their tasks and maintain in
sync.
Contrarily to our expectations, not all the elements had previous experience with the platform. It was verified
that most of them hadn't used the same platform, with the exception of the participants from the information
technologies related areas. Due to the observations made by the participants, it was perceivable that at least
for some there was not a clear understanding regarding the role and the affordances offered by the platform
for organizing and supporting their ongoing work.
The general use of collaborative tools and platforms on xTEL was also discussed. According to the participants,
their use was limited to functional projects and/or units. Besides the company’s Intranet, there is not a global
shared space to collaboration and/or interaction. In the participants’ opinion, xTEL’s technological support for
collaboration is insufficient.
One of the points referred as an inhibitor, and a plausible explanation for the reduced collaboration between
each of the problem groups, was xTEL’s organizational culture. According to the opinion of some of the
participants, the organizational culture was not conducive or supportive of inter-group collaboration.
Even though they recognized the relevance of collaboration technologies, it was verified that there was not a
shared awareness regarding the importance of sharing information developed through the course.
Due to the reported difficulties regarding the development of a shared language and to stimulate the
collaboration between the three groups, two additional groups were created: one to support the definition of
the shared concepts and other for coordination purposes. Each one was constituted by three elements - one
from each problem group. A discussion forum was created for each one of these groups.
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By this time, the participants returned to a week without classes, working in the xTEL facilities. On the next
week, during the third GCAO class, these questions were again approached but there were no significant
changes. During this period, they continued to use e-mail to support inter-group interaction. On the platform
the interactions continued to be reduced and limited to intra-group interactions.
Problem Integration Group Results
This phase occurred after GCAO classes were finished.
The participants worked as a single group of 15 elements. We didn't observe significant changes in their online
interactions. Further, the supporting groups - that were created for standardizing language and potentiate
inter-group interactions - didn’t produce relevant online interactions. The platform continued to be used
mainly as file repository.
The interactions inside each forum were reduced and used, most of the time, to support communication with
the instructors regarding the work to be performed.
Nevertheless, it is relevant to emphasise that the integration group work was developed on the company’s
premises, being plausible to assume that they could prefer to work in person.
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7. Empirical Studies Discussion
In this chapter we proceed with the discussion of the results of the two empirical studies which were presented
previously. We do so with two underlying objectives. Firstly, we intend to assess in practice how the artefacts
proposed in Chapter 5 (a Learning Communities Framework and a Learning Architecture for Learning
Communities) can be relevant, are connected, and indeed provide support for the creation of learning contexts.
Secondly, and as a consequence, we aim to analyze how both the studies’ designs are oriented towards the
creation of Learning Communities and to describe the main difficulties which were faced during that process.

7.1 Comparing the Learning Designs of both Empirical Studies
Aiming to analyze the designs of the presented studies, we begin by making noticeable the core concepts of
those designs, relating them with the objectives above.
Phase 1

Phase 3
Integration Group

BootStrapping

Phase 2
Thematic/Problem Groups

Figure 8 - Empirical Studies - Courses' Phases

As shown in Figure 8, the work is divided in 3 phases, which have inherent dynamics and different but
complementary objectives.
In both cases the objective was to support the development of actionable knowledge, that is, knowledge that
could be instantiated in practice.
“Workplace learning is best understood, then, in terms of the communities being formed or joined and personal
identities being changed. The central issue in learning is becoming a practitioner not learning about practice. This
approach draws attention away from abstract knowledge and cranial processes and situates it in the practices and
communities in which knowledge takes on significance” (Brown & Duguid, 1991)

Both the cases' learning designs are in accordance and to the extent that is possible in such a limited period,
are aimed at transforming the participants into practitioners. Furthermore, and as we will discuss below, they
are not only intended in doing so as the objective is to learn how to be a better practitioner.
Despite the differences regarding the subject-matters being addressed (and even though GCAO is common), as
Schön analysed, there are similarities regarding what it is to be a practitioner.
In both studies, there is an aim to create learning contexts which focus on the creation of learning
communities. Having similar designs, both studies are founded on identical assumptions, applied to different
environments – academic and professional.
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The participation structures are analogous. In both cases there were several groups working on different
themes/problems during the two first phases, which were later merged into a single, integrated group in the
third phase. However, the diverse groups themselves had shared responsibilities right from the beginning,
having a common objective which had to be attained through collaborative work, first in several groups and
later as a whole. In other words, the groups’ work in phases 1 and 2 was not detached from the global
objective of the Integration Group. Even though both courses included some common content, the vast
majority of the addressed content was different in both cases.
To a very high extent, our comparative analysis of the studies’ designs is grounded on what the groups really
did. Why are these activities so relevant to this analysis? The point here is that the competencies and skills to
be developed cannot be transferred or transmitted, but in fact have to be acquired through the engagement
and participation in authentic practices, performed in alignment with the courses’ themes. Knowledge cannot
be reduced to content, which is then delivered. The process of acquiring knowledge is (at least) as relevant as
the content being acquired in and through practice, which is why in both cases there is a clear concern for the
development of a learning context that acknowledges the situated and social dimensions of learning.
There are two main aspects which differentiate the courses from other similar activities in academic and
professional learning environments. The first is the creation of a context which is a “practicum” (Schön, 1987),
“a setting designed for the task of learning in practice”, where participants must become “competent”
practitioners in the addressed subjects. The second aspect is the fact that both courses are based on a Learning
Community model, with a clear aim to support the creation of such context. The value of a community based
model is that it approaches formal and planned learning initiatives (such as the presented courses) to the way
people learn in natural environments. Hence, through their participation, members are actually improving their
ability to learn in their daily life. In fact, besides developing their competencies and skills on the addressed
matters, it was intended that the courses’ participants increase their preparation to become better learners. In
order to achieve this, the courses were designed to develop the participants’ meta-learning skills. They were
encouraged to reflect on how they were learning, rather than solely concentrating on what was being learned.
The process is (at least) as relevant as the product of learning.

7.2 Contrasting the Designs and Results with the Learning Architecture Dimensions
In this section we begin by contrasting the design of the two cases with the Learning Architecture dimensions
proposed in Chapter 5. Each dimension should not be understood as a polarity, but as a duality. The goal is,
through the harmonizing of each dimension, to be able to create conducive conditions for the emergence of
learning communities, but also to develop a context in which learning is not bounded by intellectual acquisition
but is rather a product of the participation in authentic and contextualized activities, in which the participants
learn through the development of real practices on the issues or themes being addressed.
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7.2.1 Content and Context
In our empirical courses, participants learned more than the content of the course’s themes. They learned how
to become practitioners of those themes, that is, they learned how to do things rather than only learning about
those things.
Specifically in GCAO-EO, they acquired concepts, tools, methodologies and frameworks from Organizational
Engineering through their application to their organizational reality. In other words, they learned how content
is contextualized to their professional necessities and organizational challenges. Similarly, in GCAO-IST
participants weren't only learning about Organizational Learning, Knowledge Management and Organizational
Change. To perform the course’s activities, they had to develop the inherent practices of the subject-matters.
Learning, in both studies, was not limited to practicing afterword what they learned. It was the case of learning
while they were practicing. The content and the context are intertwined.

7.2.2 Participation and Reification
The processes of participation and reification are closely connected. In the empirical studies, the activities and
participation structures of the courses substantiate that connection. What each group produces is the result of
the participations of its members, which takes place through their contributions and the performance of
distinct but complementary roles. The participation in the described activities creates the opportunity for a
collective inquiry and the application of the themes in actual experiences.
In both cases, what was reified by each group served as input to the learning of the other groups. This is why in
the GCAO-IST course the groups presented to the other groups what they had learnt. Furthermore, the output
of the work performed during one phase was an input to subsequent phases.
As mentioned, the outputs of each phase are, and work as, anchor objects for subsequent phases. In GCAO-IST,
the pedagogical texts were the core elements used in the construction of the course’s textbook. In GCAO-EO,
the analysis result of each problem was the input for the integration work which was done in order to develop
a global view of the issues. We can therefore understand that the artefacts produced in each phase were in
fact frontier objects in the negotiation of meaning within each group, connecting local and global. However, in
both cases, learning was not limited to the acquisition of reified knowledge. The participation in the course
required the development of shared practices which are related with the content being learned. In that sense,
learning was, in this case also, at least in part, a by-product of participation in practices.

7.2.3 Designed and Emergent
Another fundamental aspect in understanding the creation of learning contexts is that the context itself is not
something that is simply defined upfront but is built and rebuilt through interaction, which is where it emerges
from. As mentioned before, context cannot be merely foreseen or specified.
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In the empirical studies, the created activities were supported by pre-defined participation structures.
However, as reported, as soon as they are instantiated in practice, they are 'altered' by the participants. This
was observed in both studies, in which new groups rose, such as different group division and organization.
Specifically in the GCAO-IST study, a space for emergence was created, through top-down stimulation,
encouraging a bottom-up emergence. Such emergence is possible because the participants, both individually
and in groups, were also partially the designers of their own learning. Not only did they decide what subjects
were relevant or not, but it was also they who decided which tasks had to be performed to attain the
objectives. Needless to say, this process still had to be oriented and facilitated.
In GCAO-IST the thematic groups created smaller groups and through the production of the class book created
another group (the class book editors' group) to support their work. The same happened in GCAO-EO where
two extra groups where created. The first to provide support for devising and maintaining a shared language
and a second to provide support for the collaborative work performed by the problem groups.
Further, we need to understand that a learning context is not the linear result of its planning. This is proven by
the fact that different groups have different responses with the same learning context design.

7.2.4 Identification and Negotiability
If learning is a process of negotiation of meaning, learning contexts must support a negotiation environment.
Furthermore, they must also support identification, on both individual and group levels. Identification is the
key for the development of the communities.
Learning is not the product of the individual effort of each member, but of the integration of individual learning
within each group. In the GCAO-IST course, negotiation occurred through the collective organization of what
and how everything was done. An example is the negotiation of what subjects were or were not relevant to be
studied. In GCAO-EO, during problem discussion, the understanding (meaning) of the problems was negotiated.
Through the modulation of the problems, a shared (but negotiated) ontology was created - a shared language
with which they addressed the problems.

7.2.5 Local and Global
Each one of the thematic/problem groups constituted itself as a potential learning community. The whole
group, constituted by all the participants, was also a potential learning community. The goal in the integration
activities was to create an awareness of the participants which provided the means to work in an integrated
manner, with a common objective.
The learning of each group was coupled, not only by the content, but also because the practices developed in
each group are relevant to the other groups. By engaging in work within different groups, different levels of
participation were experienced. Their participation is neither uniform nor homogenous, being more central at
some times than others, taking place as members of different groups. Using Lave and Wenger's Situated
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Learning referential, the participants engage in a legitimate peripheral participation in what can be seen as
intersecting communities.
The courses’ activities were designed to support and stimulate interaction, from the locality of each thematic
group / problem to the globality of the integration groups. However, this cannot be done without the
necessary understanding between groups. In GCAO-IST the classes were set to support the bridging between
groups.

7.2.6 Online and Face to Face
In both courses there was an explicit objective to enhance the interaction between groups by supporting their
connectivity in face-to-face and online events. As this is a blended learning environment, these two types of
interaction (online and face-to-face) are not to be seen as a polarity but as a duality. Therefore, online
communication was designed as an extension of the support for communication and collaboration.
However, this technical support design cannot be addressed as a technological problem only, because, in
reality, it is a social-technical engineering issue where the support of continuity and collaborative work are the
goals, on several levels. Because, in both cases, students worked mostly outside the classes’ schedule, it was
necessary to support online group work. Also, by granting free access to each group’s areas, we aimed to
increase the interactivity between different groups, therefore addressing their locality and “globality”.
Furthermore, technologically supporting interaction is aimed to increase the speed of the communication
between participants and instructors / facilitators, allowing the latter to monitor the developed work and
providing means for intervention, feedback and orientation. In a model where learning is not
instructor-centred or student-centred but rather community-centred, a large facilitation effort is required.
Intensive monitoring of what is happening and fast intervention to ensure / help the developing work are
processes of high importance.
The continuity between face-to-face and online work was assured through the technical implementation of
work areas which reflected the formal structures of participation– the groups. Collaboration technology is
something that we can now pick and use easily and virtually at no cost. One can get online and in a matter of
minutes setup a collaboration group.
The focus should be placed on technology-in-use, honouring the complex nature of socio-technical systems yet we resist to act as so.

7.2.7 Diversity and Coherence
In a learning context where the learning goals are defined a priori it is necessary to continuously ensure
coherence with the defined goals, maintaining alignment within and between groups. Nevertheless, to
stimulate learning it is essential to stimulate diversity, which enriches negotiation and (therefore) learning
itself.
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In GCAO-EO, participant selection and group formation was explicitly shaped to ensure diversity within each
group. There was a conscious effort to group different people, with different professional roles, with different
thinking and acting models. By doing so members from different communities of practices are enmeshed into
an heterogeneous group - to the possible extent. This sort of concern is vital when addressing intractable
problems, as no such problem can be solved by a single expert whatsoever. In addition, it is noteworthy that
the participants weren’t set to solve the problems. As Schön (1983) posited, the means of technical rationality
invest blindly in problem solving, ignoring the relevance of enduring in problem setting and problem framing
activities. The shared objective, or object, is always constructed and reconstructed through time. In GCAO-IST,
even though there's a tendency for related students to join the same "Case Group", each one joins a different
"Thematic Group". Therefore we obtain a good degree of diversity in each "Thematic Group".

7.2.8 Exploitation and Exploration
In both empirical studies, the activities in each phase support the relation between the exploration of new
knowledge and its later exploitation. This is done through the activity organization of the courses. The work
done by the thematic/problem groups is one of exploration of new concepts, methodologies, frameworks, etc.
In subsequent work, they are required to exploit what was produced in previous assignments, which, for
example, is the case of the work done in the integration groups.
In GCAO-IST there was also a succeeding phase during which groups of 3 elements, one from each thematic
group, applied the shared knowledge to a real organization or a literature case study. In GCAO-EO the relation
between exploration and exploitation, though not as obvious, is also present. The content and knowledge
explored during the course would later be exploited as base tools to support the development of a possible
strategic Organization Engineering initiative.

7.2.9 Individual and Collective
Despite being a community-centred learning initiative, the individual learning component was not disregarded
in the courses. In fact, operationally, each course’s completion certified the participant. Putting the emphasis
on community learning does not mean individual learning doesn’t take place (as mentioned in previous
chapters) nor that it is ignored. By belonging to different groups and performing different tasks, each
participant constructs his own learning path and builds his own knowledge. In fact, the very value of a learning
community lies in the synergy of the participation of each member, using their distributed cognition to address
complex themes and problems, and learning to deal with large volumes of information. Again, this line of
thought and action is highly aligned with the way we learn and work in reality. Nowadays, more than ever, we
are required to collaborate to achieve what is impossible to attain individually. Individual learning is necessary
but not sufficient.
Being part of an organization implies being capable of performing collective tasks. Specifically in both courses’
designs, the proposed tasks could not be performed without collaboration. Moreover, embracing situated and
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social-cultural perspectives of learning does not imply a disregard for other learning theories. What's more, the
harmonic combination of each theory’s concerns proves to be extremely positive.

7.3 Contrasting the Designs and Results with the Learning Architecture Components
7.3.1 Facilities of Engagement
Creating infrastructures that support engagement is the foundation of community creation. The dynamics of
any community are developed as a result of its interactions, which are consequent (and cause) of engagement.
The activity and participation design in both empirical studies was aimed to facilitate the creation of learning
communities through the cultivation of inter and intra-group interaction.
One vital element in community activity is mutuality. Mutuality is not a synonym of equivalence or equality.
Mutuality is a product of the mutual acknowledgment of member participation, each member recognizing
value (whether positive or negative) in the different participation of the other members. Different members
perform different tasks and have different roles, which are mutually acknowledged between members. In a
learning community, learning is catalyzed by the synergies created by such different contributions and their
inherent complementarities.
Another important element which builds the necessary facilities for engagement is accountability. In GCAO-IST
several expressions of support were observed, such as participants filling in for unavailable colleagues and
recognition of the value of the work of key members. However, direct criticism did not take place. When
addressing the work of a member or commenting the presentation in a class was necessary, a defensive and
camouflaged behaviour was observed. Regarding this matter, no differences were observed between the
face-to-face interactions and online ones. All the 4 interviewees in GCAO-IST stated that one of the major
difficulties is related to what we consider to be a paradigmatic change between learning contexts aligned with
instructor-centred models of teaching and GCAO-IST that aims to be a community-centred model of learning.
They all referred that even though it was difficult for them, they were satisfied with the results and suggested
that GCAO's model was indeed relevant to their academic experience and that it should be preferably used
earlier (at least one or two years). We share their opinion, since GCAO-IST constitutes a major displacement of
the practices they are acquainted with.
In the development of mutuality, as a facility for engagement, it is relevant to engage in mutual evaluations. In
GCAO-IST the participants had to conduct a non-blind 360º assessment for each activity performed throughout
the course, which provided an opportunity for mutual evaluation, with the intention of further developing the
accountability of each member. This tool may be of assistance not only for the matter of accountability but also
to support reflective practices using the input from the others.
Initiative and knowledgeability are other core elements of learning. Participants have ownership of their
learning, and it is through their initiative and participation in collaborative tasks that they develop their
knowledgeability - their ability to know in practice.
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We are thus in the context of active learning, where the process is fundamentally controlled by the
participants. Being a lifelong learner is one of the requirements of current times.
In our empirical studies, it was not only expected that the participants improve their competencies regarding
the curriculum’s themes, but also to develop their collaborative working skills, “lifelong learner” skills and
“reflective practitioner” skills. This is particularly relevant in GCAO-IST because it intends to prepare students
for the real challenges which they will face when working in organizations. In GCAO-EO the goal is that the
community’s life surpasses the courses’ duration as a core-team in a strategic Organizational Engineering
project. Furthermore, connections are being created between distinct members from distinct organizational
practices that otherwise could not occur. Besides performing their assignments, in GCAO-IST the groups were
responsible for the learning of the other groups about the themes they were addressing separately. Therefore,
they were required to conduct different types of participation, which included performing presentations during
the course’s classes.
As previously mentioned, learning is more than grasping and reproducing concepts. It requires the
development of competencies and skills regarding the addressed subjects. Interactions between different
groups during the course, despite having been limited, are a desired opportunity for vicarial learning. Each
participant was expected to have a central participation in his own community and a peripheral participation in
the other communities, by sharing and comparing information about each subject (especially given the
considerable overlapping between subjects) as well as sharing and comparing the way they were conducting
their collective inquiry process.
Another developed community characteristic is reificative memory, through the creation of artefacts and their
usage (in the technological platform, for example). A participative memory is also developed through the
interaction of the several groups, online and face-to-face.

7.3.2 Facilities of Imagination
Wenger distinguished imagination infrastructures individually, relating them to the reflection processes. In our
investigation, and in the context of learning communities, we are not aiming to simply develop individual
reflection practices but also collective reflection which may lead to the occurrence of meta-learning.
Nevertheless, on an individual level, the non-blind 360º evaluation was aimed to induce each member to
question his role, and the roles of others, in the developed work. This way, it was intended that each member
would adapt and shape their participation through the stimulation of reflection upon the participation itself.
Besides this formal mechanism for reflection (the 360º evaluation) it was expected and praised that the
participants reflected on the content they were addressing, the processes they were developing and the
relationship between both. This was so in order to create an opportunity for transformative learning which
could change and improve their performance through time. However, as reported, reflection activities were
the result of a reactive behaviour, provoked during specifically allocated class time, rather than a proactive
behaviour.
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7.3.3 Facilities of Alignment
Both courses’ designs were debated by the participants in the first classes. Communicating the design is an
important matter to develop a shared awareness of what is going to take place, in order to maintain the
convergence of the work developed by each group. Even so, that alignment has to be addressed throughout
the community’s lifespan.
In GCAO-EO, alignment was addressed by developing a shared language, which was put together by the
participants. Joint activity has to be supported by shared language. In GCAO-IST, group alignment was focused
on work method. The usage of shared mind maps, agreement on bibliographical references and text format
were some of the ways used to ensure alignment.
The group coordination was left to the group themselves. Furthermore, the groups didn't only had to take care
of their internal alignment, as well as they had to guarantee inter-groups alignment. Both courses results' were
dependent of the integration between the multiple groups that as we explained must work and be considered
as a whole group or organization.
The participants were responsible for labour division and its coordination, for which they used technological
support (mainly email). One of the features of collaborative technology is to provide the means for better
coordination and ensuring status awareness.

7.4 Contrasting the Designs and Results with the Learning Community Framework
In the previous sections we described how the designs of both courses supported the creation and facilitation
of learning communities. In this section we proceed with discussing the achieved results, contrasting them with
the attributes and processes which are expected in a learning community and the main difficulties which were
faced.

7.4.1 Learning Communities' Processes and Attributes
The main distinction of a learning community, when compared to other types of communities, is precisely the
existence of a common aim to learn. In both the empirical cases, we can assume that all members had the
shared purpose to obtain the course’s certification. However, as previously described and here analyzed, one
of the greatest challenges is exactly to create such shared vision, centred on a shared objective to learn.
Collaboration
Regarding collaboration, in the GCAO-IST course, the observed slow start in the students’ participation is an
indicator of the lack of preparation to involve themselves in joint activities. This was not observed in the second
course, GCAO-EO, where participants quickly began to work together actively.
Given that the current education model is instructor- or teacher-centred, it is not surprising that the GCAO-IST
participants showed difficulties in performing the given collaborative tasks. Collaborating is not a purpose. It is
a mean to address complex issues. More and more, the problems we deal with are systemic and need the
involvement of people with different competencies. On the community level, collaboration is also necessary to
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be able to address problems coherently, because, at this level, it entails individual participation
interdependence in goal reaching or result achieving.
Another aspect of collaboration is that, together, the groups can process more information than what is
possible individually. By having parallel but integrated groups, it is possible to gain more latitude and further
inquire about different yet related, overlapping subjects.
Bridging
As reported, one of the largest difficulties in the empirical studies was inter-group collaboration.
During the first phase of the GCAO-IST course, participants weren’t engaging in collaborative inter-group
activities. When this issue was debated in class, no special predisposition to understand and relevance of
interdependence was shown. However, the fact is that everything is connected. Thus, the importance of
interdependence was understood later, during the class book elaboration, when the relevance of unity and
integration rose. Then, as always, being effective implied being connected.
In GCAO-EO, even though not much collaboration was observed online, there was another level of maturity.
The participants recognized themselves as a group right from the start. While we cannot know for sure why, we
may presume that the participants, having been chosen by top-management to engage in this endeavour, felt
some sort of binding effect.
The integration of the subjects, more specifically of the outputs of their work, is central to both the courses’
designs.
Dialogue
Communication is the core element of human interaction. Hence, it could be seen as redundant to place
dialogue as an attribute of learning communities. The intended distinction here is the difference between the
unidirectional communications revealed online, and dialogue, which comprises different parts in a sequence of
interactions. Many times the participants placed the content in the online platform or sent messages to forums
or emails, with no continuity being observed.
Given that learning is a collective sense-making process (that is, the way we make sense of the world to be able
to act upon it), one important competency is the ability to maintain critical yet continuous dialogues, in order
to address themes or problems. As mentioned, the participants revealed a large difficulty in doing so.

7.4.2 Inquiry & Knowledge Generation
Inquiry and Knowledge Generation are interconnected processes. In a learning community, learning and
knowledge generation are products of collective inquiry, and the results are greatly dependent on the initiative
of the participants and their ability to perform group work. Inquiry implies being proactive and engaging in
learning, rather than simply being reactive to what is taught.
In GCAO-IST this can be observed, as the participants were inquiring on behalf of the simulated GCAOOrganization. In GCAO-EO the participants are inquiring on behalf of their company.
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However, for the inquiry process to be a collective one, surpassing group frontiers, each group has to be
investigative and present to the notion that communicating results throughout the process is very important.
Knowledge production cannot be separated from its use or consumption. Each group is in fact and inquiry
group, set to investigate a certain theme, producing and consuming the related knowledge.
Taking part on a community model implies being part of the community in central and peripheral ways which
vary with time, where the results also vary with time depending on member contributions. As mentioned,
group bridging (or brokering) was one of the largest difficulties in both cases (to an extent where, during the
first phase, groups worked separately). A lot of barriers rose regarding effective group work. Not the natural
difficulties which are inherent to group work, but the lack of understanding or consideration of the relevance of
interaction and collaboration between groups.

7.4.3 Collective Reflection & Meta Learning
Together with collective inquiry and knowledge generation, collective reflection and meta-learning are the core
processes in a Learning Community. Without collective reflection we cannot question our own assumptions
and practices in a way that may transform them. Doing so is a meta-activity which consists on learning about
learning - meta-learning. Engaging in collective inquiry and knowledge generation implies taking practical
decisions regarding the community endeavours.
More than developing knowledge on certain areas, what is intended is the development of the competences
and skills of the participants as a group. In order to accomplish this, it is necessary to take learning beyond
content acquisition and to address the context and processes the groups develop. Hence, addressing metalearning implies getting conscious to the learning processes, becoming a reflective-practitioner. Through
collective inquiry, the participants develop working practices that must be object of continuous analysis if they
are to learn how to learn better. Easier said than done, since personal intentions, expectations and
contributions must be disputed. The challenge is then to engage in collective reflection.
Despite the fact that opportunities were made for collective reflection, in the empirical studies, groups had
particular difficulties with this type of task. Time was formally allocated for this debate and yet there was no
engagement in reflection. There were also difficulties in establishing relations between the processes they
were developing and how the application of the concepts and theories they were addressing could actually
transform their own collaborative practices.
If what groups were learning was to be cascaded through the other groups, this was an action not only of
knowledge dissemination, but knowing dissemination or ‘knowledgeability’. While the processes of inquiry and
knowledge generation are intertwined and related to what is being learned, an equal emphasis has to be
placed on how that learning occurs. Furthermore, learning is not necessarily positive. We may learn to do bad
things or learn poorly.
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The goal of reflection is precisely to create a space for transforming what (and the way) we do. Because
students were learning about Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning, it was expected they
would relate the themes with their ongoing work and further improve their activity.
However, they did not attend to the way each group was addressing work, nor did they relate it with the
studied themes – how to manage knowledge, how to disseminate knowledge through other groups, etc. Also,
they didn’t think how, throughout the process, they had to manage the change caused by the contingencies of
daily work and how it affected the groups.

7.4.4 Community Self-Awareness Development
This process is coupled with the two processes previously described – collective reflection and meta-learning.
Communities of Practice, for example, do not necessarily have an awareness of themselves. In our case, if what
is intended is to establish a Learning Community with an explicit shared goal to learn, it is important that the
community is self-aware as a whole community.
In our empirical studies, even though each group constituted a potential learning community, their interactions
and objectives had to be aligned with the global community comprised by all elements of the course. During
group assignments there was not an image of a single, united and integrated community. Each group
addressed their own themes / problems, with little inter-group interaction. In GCAO-IST, it was only during the
class textbook assignment that the “GCAO organization” emerged. Until then, it did not “exist”. In GCAO-EO
there was a stronger awareness of a whole, single group, perhaps because the participants were chosen by the
company’s management. Therefore, there was an explicit investment in the development of their personal
competencies (which also indicated they are key players in the organization) and in their constitution as an
organizational engineering nucleus, with the possibility of becoming a core team in a strategic initiative with a
larger lifespan within the organization. Descriptive self-awareness is intimately related with the concept of
identity. From the individual self-identity to the image each person has of himself as part of the organization as
a whole, the organization can be a global self-aware community. However, it is imperative to make clear that
self-awareness should not be interpreted as a state of being or something which is achieved and crystallized. Its
development is a process which must be continuously executed and facilitated.
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Part V – Conclusions and Future Work
"The greatest loss of time is delay and
expectation, which depend upon the future.
We let go the present, which we have in our
power, and look forward to that which depends
upon chance, and so relinquish a certainty for an
uncertainty " Seneca

Through the first chapter of this part of this dissertation we summarize the main conclusions of the
present research project. After a brief summary of the work conducted we summarize our findings.
Following, we present our major contributions and a thesis statement. In Chapter 9 we end with some
proposals regarding future work establishing the link between our research and the domain of
Organizational Learning.

8. Conclusions
8.1 Research Summary
This section is written for readers who start reading from the end. As such, the reader might want to skip it
proceeding directly to the following section - 8.2 - where we summarize our findings.
Through this research project we were intended to produce actionable knowledge regarding the design,
support and facilitation of learning contexts. To do so, we adopted a learning understanding predicated in
Practice-Based Theorizing, namely informed by Situated Learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
Such understanding and its implications were analysed through the literature review with the objective of
developing a theoretical base to support our research. The results and findings from the literature review were
synthesized in two constructs, namely a framework for Learning Communities and a Learning Architecture for
Learning Communities to be used together as a support for the design of blended community-centred learning
contexts.
To support the aforementioned research purpose, and since our research methodological approach was based
on action-research, besides the literature revision and synthesis, two empirical cases were conducted. The first
empirical case took place in a master degree university course, Computer Engineering and Information
Systems. The second was conducted in a professional context, during a training course for a Portuguese
telecommunications company.
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In both empirical cases the learning design was intended to nurture and support a learning context conducive
to “authentic” learning events, which were further supported by the development of learning communities.
The researcher was not the main author for either case’s designs. Nevertheless, participation in both provided
a fundamental space for action and reflection (that is characteristic of action research), since participation was
not limited to work, as a researcher but accumulated simultaneously through the role of a teaching assistant,
responsible for the technological support procurement, configuration and support and, to act as a facilitator.
In line with our research purpose, inquiry into both cases was approached by the following question which
serves as the foundation for such inquiry: How may we design the context and facilitate the evolvement of a
group of learners towards a learning community?
This is a deliberately open-ended question that has no definitive answer whatsoever. Our approach to this
concern is therefore supported by the following intent: to further understand how to design learning contexts
that support and facilitate such evolvement, by stimulating the collaborative dynamics identified in Learning
Communities.
In line with our research background in Information Systems and Computer Engineering, we were also
interested in exploring the contribution of information technologies, namely collaboration platforms, to the
development of learning contexts. More specifically, to further understand the role of information
technologies in the process of that facilitation.
In order to address the methodological concerns regarding qualitative and interpretative research and to
provide the opportunity for the reader to critically evaluate the conducted research we strived to be as
detailed as possible. As we discussed we were aimed at fulfilling the criterion of trustworthiness, being
transparent and meticulous about the detailing of the research process and results to improving its auditability.

8.2 Summary of Findings
Through this section we summarize our findings resultant from the conducted research regarding the design
and support of learning contexts and their support with information and communication technologies.

8.2.1 Designing for Learning
Learning is a multidimensional process. The creation of learning contexts predicated in situated learning theory
must enact purposeful learning experiences as they happen naturally. Purposeful or 'authentic' learning
experiences cannot be supported whatsoever by the conventional perspective that portrays learning as mere
instruction and a question of knowledge transfer. Hence, and as it was presented in both presented learning
designs, the participants had to cope with 'genuine' research problems. Addressing learning must acknowledge
its processes of negotiation, doing, belonging and becoming (Wenger, 1998).
Knowledge is not simply acquired through transmission, but constructed during the engagement of shared
practices. In fact, the focus on knowledge has to be balanced with knowing-in-practice.
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Focusing on knowing implies that, in the design of learning contexts, what should be considered first is how
what is to “be learned” can be a product of participation through the development of activities and practices
that support and sustain what is to be learned. Being taught and learning in real-life settings are two
fundamentally different processes that seem to be often confused. Furthermore, learning cannot be designed.
Learning can only 'designed for', that is, facilitated (Wenger, 1998).
In both empirical cases, the underlying learning designs acknowledge this difference and are aimed at creating,
sustaining and facilitating a context where learning is firstly and fundamentally a process of engagement and
results from a synergetic approach to deal with the “problems” (or subject-matters) as they exist in reality.
Therefore, they illustrate the creation of learning environments in which participants construct an
understanding of the underlying subject-matters by engaging in activities that require and are related with the
application of those subject-matters in practice. The participants do not simply “grow” their knowledge about
those themes. In both cases the participants were immersed in meaningful activities where the product of
learning was inseparable from the process, and where competencies in the subject-matter were acquired
through their participation in the courses' activities.
The activities to be developed through both courses by design required collaboration, mutual support and a
high degree of coordination. Further, and due to their complex and challenging nature, they can only be
performed through the participants’ sustained and collaborative effort. In contrast to more conventional
learning and training contexts where subject-matters are addressed devoid of context in a theoretical and
abstract way, and in some cases lightly in relation to the reality of their subsequent instantiations in practice, in
both designs all tasks were conducted in a real life manner. Both cases are characterized by the preservation of
the inherent real complexity of the subject matters addressed. What is therefore developed is not limited to
the devising of mental structures or further understanding of methodologies, frameworks and other tools to
deal with the problems in question. What is cultivated is also the development of competences and skills that
are necessary to address the problems.

8.2.2 Designing for Learning Communities
Designing for learning predicated in social and situated theories of learning is simultaneously the case of
designing for communities. It is relevant to bear in mind that what was discussed above, regarding the
impossibility of designing learning, is applied ipsis verbis to learning communities. They can be nurtured and
facilitated, but not designed. They may only emerge as the result of the engagement in shared enterprises.
What may be designed are the conditions and activities that may sustain such engagement - the communities
may or may not emerge.
The value proposal for the application of Learning Communities in learning contexts relies on the
interdependence between the members to address complex problems or subject-matters. As such, this model
has as its main virtue the fact of replicating the real-life messy, ambiguous and extremely challenging nature of
work.
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Concentrating on Learning Communities moves the focus to the group level as the learning unit of analysis.
Learning Communities are relevant for the creation of learning contexts that, following situated learning
theories, do not place the teacher/trainer or the student/trainee at the centre. The value of Learning
Communities is established by the underlying proposal for the creation of synergistic environments where
learning is addressed at the group level. The focus on the community level (rather than on the individual level)
supports not only the development of collaborative skills mandatory to perform in a Knowledge Economy, but
also follows a naturalistic and organic perspective of learning as it happens in real life. Furthermore, while the
traditional models of education are supported by a same size for all, where everyone is expected to learn the
same, nowadays, competences and skills are increasingly diverse and become relevant through their
enmeshing.
Although in the reviewed literature Learning Communities are fundamentally referred in relation to academic
environments, the results of this research sustain the validity of the application of Learning Communities as a
basis for the design of academic as well as professional learning contexts.
While both cases intended to “create” Learning Communities, we must bear in mind that this is not an end
itself but a means of embedding learning in the context of real-world activities.
To do so, we intended to develop and support the dynamics and attributes present in such communities. As it
was discussed in the literature revision, communities have lifecycles and stages of evolution through time. In
both cases, the challenge was to foster and catalyze the development of the Learning Communities’ attributes
and dynamics in a very short period of time.
By using Paloff and Pratt’s (2007) indicators of a Learning Community one would be tempted to assume that all
the groups (the thematic/problem as well as the integration groups) were Learning Communities. In both cases
we identified and reported collaborative learning through the social construction of meaning, which was
supported by the development of shared resources and active interaction. While there were expressions of
support there was not so much willingness to critically evaluate the work of others - even though this did
happen, as usual, in a "camouflaged" way through mixed messages that don't directly address the point to be
made.
We are aware of the reminder from Kling and Courtright (2004), that “developing a group into a community is a
major accomplishment, requiring special processes and practices”. It is therefore more assertive to say that
the thematic/project groups and the integration groups in both cases were in fact Proto-Learning-Communities
rather than Learning Communities. Indeed, in such limited periods (4 and 2 months) it would be impossible to
develop what is expected to be found in mature Learning Communities, namely, mature processes of collective
reflection, meta-learning and community self-awareness.
As we have explained, the question that serves as the basis of our inquiry is in fact an open question without a
definitive answer. Our final purpose through this research was not set to justify the successful creation of
learning communities but to learn about the creation and facilitation of learning contexts by doing so.
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We subsequently illustrate the major difficulties encountered in such a process. From the results reported in
the previous chapter, we consider the major difficulties and inhibitors for learning in both cases to be related
to the process of bridging and the processes of collective reflection and meta-learning.
Bridging
The difficulties encountered in inter-group interaction and collaboration must be considered with attention.
The bridging between groups was difficult to facilitate and sustain. In both cases the groups weren't engaged in
sustained inter-group communication and collaboration. The practices they were developing, while intrinsically
local to their work, were not different from the practices being developed by the other groups. Each group
addressed their work as independent from the others. Even though they were in touch and maintained
communication in order to assure alignment of some aspects such as the structure of their reports, the use of
similar concepts like mind-maps or maintaining a shared language and inter-group collaboration on their work
was marginal.
By not engaging in bridging processes, groups became isolated and did not used the opportunity to learn
viscerally by being in touch and exposed to different practices. In fact, the manifestation of this problem has its
counterpart in contemporary academic and professional institutions. One of the major problems faced by
organizations has been defined as the problem of 'organizational silos'. Even though organizations have
evolved from a strictly functional approach to a process approach - that is allegedly horizontal - the issues
related with the organizational silos created by different organizations' functions still persist.
Therefore, and since this is a problem that seems to have a negative impact at different levels, it is one of the
major challenges to address during the creation of learning contexts.
Collective Reflection and Meta-Learning
We adopted Watkins’ (2005) distinction between a Community of Learners and a Learning Community, which
distinguishes a group of learners learning together in the former case from a group of learners learning as a
community in the latter case. “Creating” a Learning Community is fundamentally different from creating a
group of people that learns together, since learning as a community is not only dependent on individual inquiry
but also on the engagement in collective inquiry. Learning is not necessarily equalitarian, since members take
on different tasks and roles and learn different things. Further, learning as a community is not limited to the
development of knowledge but includes the development of skills and competences. In fact, what is aimed is
the development of the participants’ knowledgeability. Collective reflection is not a substitute for individual
reflection but rather a complement. It is through collective reflection that the community may evolve, learning
not only about issues related to their goals, but simultaneously about their joint capacity for action and their
strategies. If these collective reflections are used in and affect their practices and change the way people act
and interact, the community can be capable of meta-learning. Such meta-learning is relevant regarding the
community's processes. Through the engagement in collective reflection and meta-learning a community may
accomplish a shared understanding of its biases and potentials and those are important inputs for the process
of community self awareness development that is not limited to maintaining a shared understanding of what
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the community does but also regarding to what the community is. In both cases, collective reflection, as a
group explicit process, was only observed through the periods allocated to do so, rather than proactively. Yet,
one must consider that two of four months aren't enough to create a mature community of any kind. The
obtained results seemed to be good enough to sustain that if both cases continued for larger periods, with the
necessary support, mature Learning Communities could be obtained. By approximating formal learning events
to the ways learning happens naturally and informally in peoples’ lives, and by investing in their self
development in doing so we aren’t exclusively addressing formal learning but hopefully contributing for the
participants to become better practitioners (or learners).

8.2.3 ICT Support for Learning Communities
In the following we synthesize our conclusions regarding the role of information technologies in the support
and development of learning contexts.
Regarding technology for supporting Learning Contexts, or more specifically, Learning Communities (in
blended learning contexts), the main purpose should be aimed at providing a collaborative space that can
support the continuity between face-to-face and online interactions. To our understanding, it is now clear that
there is no difference between technology for communities and technology for collaboration, although
different communities may have different requirements due to their individual purposes and preferred models
of interaction. Even though there are technologies that are aligned with instruction models of learning and
specifically designed to address learning—like e-learning platforms, learning management systems, etc.—, they
could not suit our needs since we aren't in the context of computer-led instruction. Providing technological
support for Learning Communities means supporting connectivity and interactivity.
Each of the three groups discussed in both cases was a potential Learning Community. Further, the whole
group itself could be seen as another Learning Community. One of the most relevant design decisions was to
provide each group with access to the other groups’ working spaces. The objective of providing access to each
participant to all groups' workspaces was to stimulate intergroup bridging and interactivity. As such, each
individual or group could observe what the other groups were doing, making connections between their own
work and the work being developed by others, not only in relation to the subject-matter but also regarding the
working processes. According to a multi-community understanding of our empirical research cases, each
individual is expected to become an active participant in his own group as well as at least peripherally
participate in the other groups.
Regarding technology adoption and usage, our initial expectations of both empirical cases were not met.
Specifically, in the case where the participants were Information Systems and Computer Engineering students,
we expected students to take the time to experiment with the different (synchronous and asynchronous) tools
offered by the courses' platforms, as well as organize themselves by choosing the best combination of tools
regarding their needs. In the second case, our expectations were that the users were already acquainted with
the platform to be used, since it was the same as the one used by their company. As we know, technology is
not in itself neutral. Tools have a mediating factor and their value cannot be perceived upfront, but only
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realized through their usage. The major issue to address is not one of technology availability but instead one of
technology use. Time is necessary to develop an understanding and explore the affordances of technology.
An identified pattern in both cases was that the participants preferred to use email (or mailing lists) to organize
their ongoing work. To our understanding, the major difficulty to be addressed was not a technological one.
Even though nowadays technology availability is not an issue, working practices are still based on an
individualistic cooperative understanding of working. Changing practices is therefore a major challenge.
However, as we reported in the first empirical case, when participants were able to engage in some
collaborative endeavours, we observed a shift regarding technology understanding and usage. The focus, as we
know but more often than not seem to forget, should be placed on technology in use, honouring the complex
nature of socio-technical systems. As reported by Kloos (2006) the technologies supporting collaborative work,
including Enterprise 2.0 tools, can provide the necessary features to support a community and are relevant for
models based on Situated Learning. Despite the existence of a tendency to over-estimate the value such
technology, with the argument that its adoption cost is low or even non-existent due to the fact that they are
used by virtually anyone, such perceived value was not observed. What this argument fails to grasp is that,
beyond the technological barriers which are now smaller (and increasingly so), there are also social or cultural
barriers, of which the larger is the perpetuation of individualist work practices. In our opinion, for the value of
such tools to be realized, those are the main barriers to be addressed.
Finally, one of our reflections regarding technology procurement, which seems obvious now but wasn't when
we started this project, is that the processes of procurement of collaboration software, like the one we
engaged in for preparing the first empirical case technological support, should not be performed as an
individual task. Evaluating collaborative platforms individually, devoid of context and without the participation
of multiple users, cannot provide a clear understanding of technological platforms’ affordances and
constraints.

8.3 Major Contributions
As previously mentioned, our objectives were pointed at the production of actionable knowledge. However, we
do not intend to state that the generated knowledge is directly transferable. By crossing different practices and
contexts, such knowledge may never be directly transferred to action, but is instead translated into action.
Our first contribution is related to Learning Communities. Our revision of the literature about Learning
Communities was synthesized in a conceptual framework that may assist in the development of learning
contexts or systems predicated on such theoretical concepts by indicating the major attributes and processes
that should be in place. Further, through this study we illustrated how the concept of Learning Communities
can be applied to both academic and professional institutions. This contrasts the results from the literature
review, where Learning Communities are usually referred to and applied only to academic settings.
The second contribution is related to Learning Architectures for Learning Communities. In this study we
extended Wenger’s (1998) proposal for a Learning Architecture by complementing it with five extra dimensions
that should be considered when designing learning contexts. This construct can be used in conjunction with the
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above-mentioned framework as an aid for the design and nurturing of learning contexts. Together, they can be
a preliminary support in the design of community-centred learning contexts either in academic or professional
settings. The developed models, illustrated and used in the analysis of both empirical cases which support this
research, serve as a referential which we consider to be relevant for the design of learning contexts.
The third contribution was the use of the aforementioned constructs to support the analysis of two empirical
cases’ learning designs and contexts. This may serve as an illustration of their applications and provide the
means for further reflection about designing for learning and for communities.
The fourth contribution is the approach between learning in academic settings and learning in professional
settings. This may help in connecting and questioning conventional perspectives that divide learning at
academic and professional levels, education versus training. By exploring the analogues between both learning
designs, we expect to establish both a reflection and a bridge between learning-for-work and learning-in-work.

8.4 Thesis Statement
According to the results of our work, including the process of supporting two empirical studies, we formulate
the following thesis statement:
Recognizing the multidimensional nature of learning entails comprehending it beyond a simplistic (if not
myopic) standpoint where it is seen as a mere individual process of transmitting and acquiring content.
Learning is simultaneously a product and a relational process, through which we make sense of the world and
act in it, through participation in social practices that are supported by and in action; it is not (nor should be)
assumed as being distinct in academic/professional or formal/informal contexts. As a corollary, the design, the
development and the facilitation of learning contexts determined to support practical and actionable learning,
whether in academic or professional contexts, can be governed by the same principles.
Learning Communities, informed by Communities of Practice theoretical underpinnings, are an important
model, in practice, for the creation of learning contexts, and its applicability is not limited to academic
environments, but can (and should) also be applied in organizational contexts. Moreover, the creation of such
contexts, even in formal training activities, allows for the development of the skills that we use while learning
informally. The underlying value proposition is the continuous development of the competencies and metacompetencies, both individual and collective, which are vital to address the challenges inherent to the
uncertainty and complexity with which we are required to deal with.
As reported, our results do not disconfirm the results of other works related to the use of Enterprise 2.0
technologies to support collaborative work within communities. The connectivity made possible by such
platforms is in fact relevant and may have a significant impact in institutional environments. However, the
mere deployment of such tools is not, in itself, sufficient for the establishment of a collaborative environment,
since the creation of such environment is, and will always be, dependent on the participants and their use of
such technologies.
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9. Future Work
As it was reported, our second empirical study was a practice-oriented course directed toward members of a
unique organization. If we ponder the question of whether or not the participants learned during this initiative,
we can answer affirmatively. However, what if we move the perspective from the group dimension to the
organizational dimension? What did the organization learn?
Since organizations are the subject of research and intervention in our domain of Information Systems and
Organizational Engineering, we could not avoid pondering the theme of Organizational Learning. Our proposal
is to further reflect upon it. We are aware that Organizational Learning is far beyond the scope of the present
investigation and the apparently simple juxtaposition of both terms. As history highlights, the challenges posed
by Organizational Learning weren't nor can be solved by linear or deterministic processes. On the contrary, as it
has been argued, we may need a frame-breaking perspective shift, a metanoia (Silva, 2008b). Despite the fact
that everyone seems to be interested in the problem of the learning curves, the same attention should be
given to unlearning curves since considering the ‘Learning Organization’ is only addressing half of the problem.
One must consider also how to create the ‘Unlearning Organization’ (Hamel & Prahalad, 1994, p. 65).
Furthermore,
"[multiple+ aspects of organizational activity are object of several sciences, from “hard” to “soft” ones, producing
precious contributions to our knowledge about organizations. Unfortunately, this multiplicity of knowledge is far
from providing a common platform in order for these sciences to objectively find themselves, validate themselves,
or dispute each other dialectically, in a confrontation of efforts to achieve a single synthesis of the Holistic Entity
which is, in fact, any real organization. Therefore, nowadays we hold several knowledge platforms about multiple
aspects of organizations, but we fail to have instruments and pragmatic methodologies to learn about the
organization as a whole and about the appropriate ways to select, between these multiplicities of knowledge, the
most befitting to deal, in a certain moment, with a certain concrete organization.” (Tribolet, 2005) [our translation].

This chapter’s two-fold objective is based on the previous observations. First, we will discuss the concept of
Organizational Learning, its relation with the learning perspective depicted through this research project, and
will propose some avenues for future research in that field. Second, we will present a theoretical construct, the
Cynefin framework, and summarize its theoretical underpinnings. We consider that such framework may be
foundational for addressing some of the major difficulties faced by current research and practice regarding
organizations where, more often than not, we are locked down into what José Figueiredo (2008) described as
“silos of certainties” that could do more harm than good to our intentions.

9.1 Making Sense of Organizational Learning
Research in the field of Organizational Learning can be tracked to the early 1960s through the work of Cyert
and March (1963) and Cangelosi and Dill (1965). The theme was addressed thoroughly for the first time by
Argyris and Schön (1978), and has been widely examined since, with an explosion in the 1980s by a multitude
of authors from diverse research domains. Nevertheless, despite that almost 50 years have passed since the
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first discussions regarding Organizational Learning, there remains no agreement about what Organizational
Learning means, how it takes place, or even about whom is the subject of learning .
The two dominant approaches to Organizational Learning, that in some occasions are combined, are either
centred at the study of individuals' learning in organizational contexts, or focused on the application of
individual theories of learning to organizations (Scott D. N. Cook & Yanow, 1995). The former is usually
predicated on a mechanical model of organizations in which someone learns by the organization and such
learning yields organizational changes. The latter is usually predicated on a metaphorical organismic model that
reifies organizations as if they were individuals. Such perspectives are indeed useful and provided important
insights. Even some of the most active critics of the aforementioned approaches to Organizational Learning,
such as Gherardi (2009), consider that the concept itself is a relevant metaphor, as it provides us with an
alternative for the traditional, rational organization. It enables us to conceive them as "if they were a subject
that learns" and "acts according to principles of experimentation, of trial and error, of success and failure, of
discovery and invention." Nevertheless, both described approaches are underpinned by a conception of
learning usually predicated on individual cognitivist theories in which learning is a process of transfer and
acquisition. Organizational Learning is more often than not limited to top-down or centre-periphery
dissemination of knowledge and limited to the top levels of the organization, its management, or a province of
the training departments.
A third approach has also evolved, emerging from the domain of Practice-Based Theorizing. One of the most
relevant contributions to the field of Organizational Learning was the work of Brown and Duguid (1991) that
proposed a bridge between the Situated Learning perspective of learning and the Organizational Learning field.
By using the analytical power of Situated Learning we can get a new perspective of organizations through their
conception of organizations as "communities-of-communities"(Brown & Duguid, 1991).
Following, we summarize some ambitious challenges to be addressed toward Organizational Learning:


How can we address, support, and catalyze learning in organizations holistically and beyond a myopic
perspective of knowledge transfer?



How to capitalize learning that already occurs in organizations through their members’ daily
action when confronted with day-by-day contingencies but is outside the scanning range of
organizations that under-acknowledge learning in and through practice?



How can we honour and support the informal without formalizing it (as it has been done with
CoPs), and consider that Organizational Learning must address both the formal and informal parts of
the organization?



How can we engage into a learning mode , recognizing and inbuilting learning in "what people
do“?



A "company must act on signals, rather than on pain" (de Geus, 1997). How can this be addressed by
Organizational Learning? How may we capture organizational problems globally?
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9.2 Organizational Learning Proposed Research Avenues
In what follows, we propose some interdependent research avenues to be taken in relation to Organizational
Learning. These are based upon our literature review and reflection about the theme and informed by the
perspective of learning that was addressed through this dissertation. We consider that the major challenge is
to capitalize upon the vast and fragmented body of literature as Organizational Learning, and to complement it
by translating the insights and analytical power of Practice-Based Theorizing into interventions that could assist
organizations in addressing Organizational Learning.

9.2.1 Organizations and Learning: Refuting the Oxymoron
Organizational Learning was depicted by Weick and Westley as an oxymoron:
"Organizing and learning are essentially antithetical processes, which means that the phrase 'organizational
learning' qualifies as an oxymoron. To learn is to disorganize and increase variety. To organize is to forget and
reduce variety. In the rush to embrace learning, organizational theorists often overlook this tension, which explains
why they are never sure whether learning is something new or simply warmed-over organizational change." (Weick
& Westley, 1996)

The authors’ proposition is that learning actually occurs through this tension which presents itself as an
oxymoron and that, instead of being focused on the concept of Organization, should be centred on the
processes of organizing. Such focus, through the “practice turn” offered by the studies based in Practice-based
Theorizing “propounds a vision of organizing as knowledgable collective action” (Gherardi, 2009). Even so, and
despite the fact that such approaches provide us with powerful lenses to address learning in a much organic
and practice-centred manner, the approach to issues related to cross-community learning continues to be
limited to an elusive form (Østerlund & Carlile, 2003) and it is still necessary to further inquiry about how
connections (and learning) can happen between different practices.
If the goal is to address Organizational Learning holistically, we need a concept of Organization which can
refute the oxymoron, maintaining the relevance of the concept of learning without having to abandon the
concept of Organization. When we are referring to Organization, in this case and because we believe it a
holistic approach is necessary to be able to relate to learning organizationally, we are referring to a concept or
organization as an entity – created intentionally by a human endeavour with a distinct purpose. “The
intentional character points to being purposefully organized: the arrangement of this such that the enterprise
purpose is realized” (Hoogervorst, 2009).
We posit that the difficulties in dealing with the concept of Organizational Learning, and devising interventions
that could lead to labelling learning as truly organizational, have their root in the way we perceive and consider
organizations. We need to devise a compatible understanding of both concepts: Organization and Learning. A
relevant approach to consider is available on (Tsoukas, 2008) in which the author depicts Organization as
constituted by three ontologic components: representations, actions and practices.
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9.2.2 Toward a Learning-Based View of the Firm
In a critique of the stream of research which addresses the concept of the Learning Organization, Argyris and
Schön (1996) argued that such proponents "[didn't] seem to think that the task of developing a learning
organization requires a fundamental rethinking of what an organization is in the first place". The authors'
proposal was that instead of describing a "desiderata" - flat organizations, autonomy, trust and cooperation the primary question to address has to be: "What is an organization that it may learn?" Argyris and Schön
(1996).
Gómez-Pallete (1987) argued that organizations can and should be interpreted as Information Systems (IS). In
his perspective, information should not be considered a partial aspect of the organization, but instead the
organization must be understood as an Information System. This highlights the difference between designing
an organization as an IS and designing the organizational IS. As Schön (1973) challenged us stating, "we need
to invent and develop institutions that are ‘learning systems,’ that is to say, systems capable of bringing about
their own continuing transformation". Analogous with Pallete’s reasoning and with Schön's aforementioned
challenge on the background, we consider that a fruitful endeavour would be the development of a learning
based view of organizations. As highlighted by (Kaplan, Schenkel, Von Krogh, & Weber, 2001), there has been
an evolution of different views of organizations from a transaction-, to a resource-, to a knowledge-based
perspective. We need a more organic perspective on organizations that points to flux rather than stasis and the
existent proposals seem to be rooted elsewhere. As such it becomes mandatory to devise a learning-based
view of the firm.

9.2.3 Toward Organizational Learning Systems
As previously discussed, learning itself cannot be designed. At best, it can be designed for. It is therefore
relevant to comprehend the learning systems that an organization may already have, in both its formal and
informal ways of existence. This step is mandatory if one is interested in equipping Organizations with the
competency of bringing about their own continuing transformation. Furthermore we need to develop
complementary learning systems that can add the existent ones.
We define Organizational Learning Systems as the processes, structures, technologies and methodologies that
can be used to actively and intentionally support and enhance Organizational Learning. In our understanding, a
relevant research path to pursue is devising a framework that can be used to assist organizations in the
development of their Organizational Learning Systems. For this, organizations must be viewed as learning
systems.
The organizational discontinuous reconfiguration processes and sporadic and programmed interventions are
not enough to address current organizational challenges, Organizational Learning, nor the problem of learning
in a comprehensive manner that acknowledges its multidimensional nature. Organizations must be proactive
in their own processes of transformation. That is to say they must address learning in an intentional, holistic,
and continuous form. Individuals and groups are the agencies of Organizational Learning. Learning in
organizations occurs on a permanent basis through action of such agencies, but there are learning processes,
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which have facilitators and inhibitors that influence them. Understanding such processes, their facilitators and
inhibitors is a precondition for interventions intending to address the ongoing support and facilitation of
Organizational Learning.
It is imperative to equip Organizations with Organizational Learning Systems that assist organizational
members in developing their skills while simultaneously enhancing the organizational competences. To do so
we need to engage a holistic approach that (1) might address not only the different levels of granularity
(individuals, groups and the organizational level), but also different organizational functions not without limited
to the management level, (2) might address the formal and informal dimensions of the organization, as well as
the formal and informal dimensions of learning and (3) empowers the different types of learning required for
enhancing organizational resilience and performance, as organizations must learn to maintain their practices as
well as to change and transform them.

9.2.4 Toward Organizational Learning Architectures
If learning is a vital concept for the performance and resilience of organizations, it must be recognized and
addressed holistically in its complex and paradoxical nature. To make this approach possible, and to
incorporate a learning based view of organizations, learning must be part of the organizational design.
As such, and if learning has to be inbuilt in what people do, one must ponder about what would be a Learning
Architecture. To achieve a holistic approach, learning can’t be solely a topic from a specific domain of an
Enterprise Architecture, nor a mere new and orthogonal domain.
Last but not least, as in Learning Communities where we discussed the relevance of their meta-learning
processes, organizations need to have a counterpart. As such, we need meta-processes (in the sense that they
support other processes) that can help them sustaining and addressing Organizational Learning and must
simultaneously address the learning of the organization about itself.
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9.3 Making Sense of a Complex and Uncertain World
In what follows, we will present Snowden's (2002) work on naturalising sense making by summarizing its major
construct, the Cynefin framework, and some of its underlying implications.
The work is rooted on Complexity Sciences (therefore the naturalising prefix) and sense making is defined as
"how we make sense of the world to act in it". Such work relevance is due to its underlying intent to overcome
the "common perceptions of the work world as machine-like and ordered, and thus subject to the rules of
order" (Kurtz & Snowden, 2007), while simultaneously, in what may appear as a paradox, acknowledging that
such are not only relevant as they are desirable. What we need to understand is that there are other types of
order beyond directed order that are as relevant as the former. The challenge is therefore to understand when,
or in other words in what contexts, are the different types of order valid and valuable. As such, we need to
understand in which particular situations we can rely on what the authors’ distinguished as 'idealistic' and
'naturalistic' research and intervention approaches, which are summarized in Appendix VII.

9.3.1 The Cynefin Framework
Cynefin framework (figure 9) is underpinned on a distinction between two types of ontologies, namely 'order'
and 'un-order'. Such ontologies encompass three types of systems: ordered, complex and chaotic. Un-order is
not used to imply the absence of order; the point is that besides directed order, we need understand, legitimize
and recognize emergent order (Snowden, 2005). The framework is constituted by four spaces or domains
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since ordered ontologies can be divided in simple and complicated and un-ordered ontologies into complex
and chaotic.

Figure 9 - Cynefin Framework (kun-ev'in)

17

There's a fifth domain - disorder - but its utility is related to the Cynefin framework practical application through methods
based on Complexity and Narrative which is outside this our analysis scope
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In the simple domain there are known relations between causes and effects and as such, their relation
is generally linear and repeatable through time. This is the domain of the "known-knowns" since
stability and repetition last.



In the complicated domain the relations between causes and effects can be knowable. Yet, they are
not pre-given and must be discovered through inquiry. This is the domain of the "knowableunknowns".



In the complex domain cause and effect might be perceived but only in retrospect. A multitude of
patterns emerge due to a vast web of interactions and even if they can be perceived at hindsight they
cannot be predicted. This is the domain of the "unknown-unknowns".



In the chaotic domain, contrarily to the previous domains, there are not perceivable relations
between cause and effect since the system is in a state of turbulence and hence this is the domain of
the "unknowables".

9.3.2 Coping with Complexity
One of the major implications from the aforementioned framework, and contributes of Snowden's work, is the
concept of bounded applicability that has been proposed through what was designated by 'Multi Ontology
Sense Making'. The underlying proposal is that "different approaches are legitimate, but within boundaries
and that methods and tools that work in one ontology, do not work in other" (Snowden, 2005).
As such, we must 'give up' on universalism and understand that we need to act in contextually appropriated
ways (Snowden & Boone, 2007). Assumptions of order are valid within boundaries, not universally. The same
applies to the domains of un-order, as it is equally relevant to avoid the trap which lies in the misconception
that everything is complex or chaotic.
"In the ordered domain we focus on efficiency because the nature of systems is such that they are amenable to
reductionist approaches to problem solving; the whole is the sum of the parts, and we achieve optimization of the
system by optimization of the parts. In the domain of un-order, the whole is never the sum of the parts; every
intervention is also a diagnostic, and every diagnostic an intervention; any act changes the nature of the system. As
a result, we have to allow a degree of sub-optimal behavior of each of the components if the whole is to be
optimized." (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003)

The Cynefin framework’s utility resides on its affordance to elicit the boundaries that exist and legitimize or
invalidate methods to be applied at a particular time, in a particular situation and a particular context. The
model makes a clear distinction between complicated and complex systems, a distinction that is often
disregarded.
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A complicated system is part of an ordered ontology, while a complex system is part of the un-ordered
ontology. A Ferrari is an example of a complicated system; despite its complicatedness, the whole is the sum of
its parts and as such "an expert mechanic can take one apart and reassemble it without changing a thing"
(Snowden & Boone, 2007). A Brazilian rainforest, on the other hand, is an example of a complex system and, as
such, "is in constant flux — a species becomes extinct, weather patterns change, an agricultural project
reroutes a water source — and the whole is far more than the sum of its parts" (Snowden & Boone, 2007).
"In the ordered domain we focus on efficiency because the nature of systems is such that they are amenable to
reductionist approaches to problem solving; the whole is the sum of the parts, and we achieve optimization of the
system by optimization of the parts. In the domain of un-order, the whole is never the sum of the parts; every
intervention is also a diagnostic, and every diagnostic an intervention; any act changes the nature of the system. As
a result, we have to allow a degree of sub-optimal behavior of each of the components if the whole is to be
optimized." (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003).

The presented work implications are far beyond what we can discuss at this time. We will leave it for future
reference as a insightful proposal to overcome the limitations of what Snowden's describes as fail-safe designs
(predicated on a linear relationship between cause and effect) when applied outside of their scope, and
understanding that when acting in the context of complex systems, we can only get to know what to do by
discovery and not solely through analysis. As such we need to learn how to address such interventions as safefail experimentations.
Becoming adept at learning implies recognizing the provisional nature of our knowledgeability to act in such a
complex and uncertain world. It further implies understanding that for different issues, systems or contexts,
different strategies, management and interventions are required. To our understanding, naturalising sense
making can assist us in making sense and acting effectively in that world.
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Appendix I – Cognitive and Social Perspectives on Learning
Table 1 - Cognitive and Social Perspectives on Learning

Learning in a cognitive perspective

Learning in a social perspective

Question: what kinds of cognitive processes and

Question:

what

kinds

of

social

conceptual structures are involved.

engagements provide the proper context
for learning?

Where? Learning takes place in the minds of

Where?

Learning

takes

place

in

a

individuals.

participation framework.

Who? The individual learns.

Who? The community learns because
learning is mediated by the differences of
perspectives among co-participants.

How does reproduction of knowledge take

How does reproduction of knowledge take

place? Through doctrine and enactment of pre-

place? Through the maintenance of certain

given codes of action.

modes of co-participation in which the
knowledge is embedded.

What is the role of language? Language is the

What is the role of language? Language is

medium of knowledge transmission.

a means of acting in the social world.

Learning is a way of knowing the world

Learning is a way of being in the social
world.

Summarized by (Gherardi, 2006) from (Hanks, 1991)
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Appendix II - Communities of Practice Key Characteristics
Table 2 - Communities of Practice Key Characteristics

Communities of Practice Key Characteristics



A shared discourse reflecting a certain perspective on the world



Sustained mutual relationships - harmonious or conflictual



Shared ways of engaging in doing things together



Absence of introductory preambles, as if conversations and interactions were
merely the continuation of an ongoing process



Very quick setup of a problem to be discussed



Substantial overlap in participants' descriptions of who belongs



Knowing what others know, what they can do, and how they can contribute to an
enterprise



Mutually defining identities



The ability to assess the appropriateness of actions and products



Specific tools, representations, and other artefacts



Local lore, shared stories, inside jokes, knowing laughter



Jargon and shortcuts to communication as well as the ease of producing new ones



Certain styles recognised as displaying membership



A shared discourse reflecting a certain perspective on the world

Compiled by (Amin & Roberts, 2006) from (Wenger, 1998)
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Appendix III – GCAO-IST Online Interactions
Total Interactions by Group
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Figure 10 - GCAO-IST Total Interactions by Group
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Figure 11 - GCAO-IST Total Interactions by Group per Month
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Figure 12 - GCAO-IST Online Interactions Distribution
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Appendix IV – GCAO-IST Wikis' Usage
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Figure 13 - GCAO-IST Wikis' Usage
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Appendix V – GCAO-IST Blogs' Usage
Blog Usage
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Figure 14 - GCAO-IST Blogs' Usage
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Appendix VI – Formal and Informal Organizational Views

Figure 15 - Formal and Informal Organizational Views
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Appendix VII – Idealistic vs. Naturalistic Approaches to Research
and Intervention

Table 3 - Idealistic vs. Naturalistic Approaches to Research and Intervention

Idealistic Approaches

Naturalistic Approaches

"In the idealistic approach, the leaders of an
organization set out an ideal future state that they
wish to achieve, identify the gap between the ideal
and their perception of the present, and seek to close
it."

"Naturalistic approaches, by contrast, seek to
understand a sufficiency of the present in order
to act to stimulate evolution of the system. Once
such stimulation is made, monitoring of
emergent patterns becomes a critical activity so
that desired patterns can be supported and
undesired patterns disrupted."

"In the idealistic approach, the leaders of an
organization set out an ideal future state that they
wish to achieve, identify the gap between the ideal
and their perception of the present, and seek to close
it."

"Naturalistic approaches, by contrast, seek to
understand a sufficiency of the present in order
to act to stimulate evolution of the system. Once
such stimulation is made, monitoring of
emergent patterns becomes a critical activity so
that desired patterns can be supported and
undesired patterns disrupted."

"Idealistic approaches separate diagnosis (and thus
research) from intervention, seeing the former as
preceding the latter. The purpose of research in the
ideal paradigm is to discover best practice by an
analysis of the past that will inform and direct gapclosing interventions in the future."

"Research in the naturalistic paradigm is
intertwined with practice, and sees all diagnoses
as de-facto interventions and all interventions as
providing an opportunity for diagnosis."

Summarized from (Kurtz & Snowden, 2007)
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